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Abstract
In the group FNA, research is focussed primarily on magnetic tunnel junctions, because first
of all the fundamental aspects behind tunnelling through an Alüx barrier still need much
investigation. Also, a new class of tunnel junctions, based on spin filtering, has recently
emerged. In this report these two different aspects of magnetic tunnelling will be discussed.
For the first time we will show evidence of the relation between transport properties
and the crystal structure of the electrodes in Co/ AIOx/Co magnetic tunnel junctions. As
expected, when both electrodes have the same crystal phase (hep), the conductance spectrum
is symmetrie in voltage. Strikingly, when the electrodes have a different crystal phase (Jee
and hep), the spectrum is strongly asymmetrie. The presence and characteristic features of
this asymmetry can be explained by a theoretica! model by Davis et al. [29]. Additionally,
the role of annealing will be discussed.
In the second part, spin filtering with europium sulfide (EuS) is reported. Below 16.6 K
the semiconductor EuS becomes ferromagnetic, and its conduction band is exchange split.
This splitting causes a difference in barrier height for spin-up and spin-down electrons when
EuS is used in a junction, leading to a highly polarized electron current (spin filtering).
Al/EuS/Gd tunnel junctions have been successfully grown, and with these devices an almost
100% polarized tunnel current could be achieved, observable by a drop in junction resistance
below 16.6 K. It has been found that tunnelling through EuS is mediated via defect-states
in the barrier. Furthermore, a new magnetoresistance effect has been discovered in these
junctions, the so-called Spin Filter Injection Magnetoresistance (SFIM), which is more than
100% at 2 K.
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Chapter 1

General Introduction
The application of thin film devices has been a booming business in the last years, in particular
in the field of information and communication. The improvements in the fabrication processes
of nanometer scale thin layers have greatly contributed to this. Nowadays better and faster
growth, by molecular or chemical beam epitaxy or sputtering, in a better vacuum is possible
as compared to 10 years ago. Advances in surface characterization methods like AFM or STM
have also contributed to the successes of nanotechnology. Also, the continuing miniaturization
and density increase of data storage has stressed the need for sensitive thin film sensors in
e.g. novel hard-disks or in Magnetic Random Access Memories (MRAMs).
b) Parallel Magnetization
Low resistance

a) Anti-parallel Magnetization
High resistance
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Figure 1.1: A spin-valve, consisting of a nonmagnetic layer sandwiched between two
magnetic layers. In case of antiparallel alignment (a) the scattering rate for spin-up
electrons is high in the right electrode and low in the left electrode, while the spin-down
scattering rate is high in the left electrode and low in the right electrode, leading to a
high total resistance. In case of parallel alignment (b) the spin-up scattering rate is low
in both electrodes, while the spin-down scattering rate is high both electrodes, leading to
a low total resistance.

The discovery of the so-called Giant MagnetoResistance (GMR) effect in 1988 [1] has provided the storage industry with a most accurate and sensitive magnetic field sensor based
on thin film technology. Industrial GMR read-out elements were first implemented into
read/write heads in the year 1995, only 7 years after the discovery of the effect. The spinvalve is an example of a simple GMR structure. It consists of two magnetic layers separated
by nonmagnetic spacer layer. The electrical resistance of such a spin-valve depends on the
relative orientation of the magnetization in the ferromagnetic layers (parallel or antiparallel).
This can be explained by spin-dependent scattering of conduction electrons as can be seen in
Fig. 1.1. Electrons are scattered more if the direction of magnetization does not match the
4
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spin-direction and vice versa.
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Figure 1.2: Tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) of a Co/ AlOx/Co tunnel junction. The
TMR ratio has been defined as 6.R/ Rp, the change in resistance 6.R divided by the
parallel resistance Rp· One electrode has been exchange biased, so that the loop is
shifted to positive fields. At high positive fields and at negative fields the electrodes
have the same magnetization direction, with a corresponding low junction resistance. At
low positive fields the magnetizations of the two electrodes are antiparallel, leading to a
significant increase in junction resistance.

In the year 1995 the first magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) with a high tunnel magnetoresistance ratio (TMR) were fabricated by Moodera et al. [2]. A magnetic tunnel junction
differs from a normal tunnel junction, a metal-insulator-metal trilayer, because it has two
ferromagnetic electrodes. The resistance of a magnetic tunnel junction is dependent on the
magnetic field, as can be seen in Fig. 1.2. In the state of parallel magnetizations, the junction resistance is relatively low. Accordingly, an antiparallel state leads to a relatively high
resistance. A magnetic field dependent resistance is called magnetoresistance, and magnetoresistance ratios can be as high as 403 at room temperature for a MT J.
a) Anti-parallel magnetization:
low conductancc

b) Parallel magnctization:
high conductance

- - - - - - - - j f--Figure 1.3: A magnetic tunnel junction, consisting of an insulating layer sandwiched
between two magnetic layers. In the antiparallel state (a), in the left electrode the number
of spin-up electrons at the Fermi-level is higher than the number of spin-down electrons,
while the inverse is true in the right electrode, leading toa low total conductance. In the
parallel state (b), the number of spin-up electrons at the Fermi-level is higher than the
number of spin-down electrons in both electrodes, leading to a high total conductance.

The magnetoresistance of a MT J can be explained by making use of Fig. 1.3. The quantum
mechanical electron spin is of crucial importance in MT Js. In a ferromagnetic electrode the
number of electrons at the Fermi-level is different for spin-up and spin-down electrons, as can
be seen schematically in this figure. This spin-polarization, as turns out, is the cause of a
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difference in tunnel conductance dl/ dV for the parallel alignment compared to the antiparallel
alignment of the electrodes 1 .
Much research on both the GMR and the TMR effect has been done in the last decennium.
See, for example, [3] or [4] for thesis works on GMR and TMR. Lately, most attention is being
given to MT Js because these are the most promising devices. MT Js are more sensitive than
spin-valves, although their resistance-area product is large compared to spin-valves, leading
to increased noise. IBM research has currently about 100 people working solely on magnetic
tunnel junctions.
For some time already it has been known that the GMR effect is extremely interface sensitive. In spin-valves electron scattering occurs primarily at the interfaces. If these interfaces
are rough, more electrons are scattered at these interfaces, often producing a higher magnetoresistance. We may suspect that also in MTJs the interface may be of importance. Indeed,
interfaces should be flat and clean in MTJs for a high TMR ratio to be observed. Furthermore, inserting a nonmagnetic layer between a magnetic electrode and the barrier in a MT J,
so-called dusting, quickly (within a few Á) reduces the magnetoresistance to zero [5]. These
observations in combination with other recent theoretical and experimental work suggest that
the electronic density of states (DOS) at or close to the interface is mainly responsible for the
observed magnetoresistance effects. A controllable interfacial DOS is therefore beneficial for
applications of MTJs. This interfacial DOS may, for example, be influenced by the crystal
structure of the electrode or by that of the barrier near the interface.
Spin-valves and magnetic tunnel junctions are part of a whole new field of research: spintronics. Traditionally only the charge of the electron is used for storing and transporting
data. Spintronics uses also the spin, adding an additional degree of freedom. Nowadays
spintronic devices can only be made by combining magnetic and nonmagnetic met als (and
insulators if MT J s are used). That is because in a ferromagnet there exists a spontaneous
electron spin-polarization. The electron current in or from a ferromagnet, which is generated
by electrons near the Fermi-level, is thus spin-polarized. This spin-polarization disappears if
the conduction electrons are scattered a lot, for example at impurity atoms in the crystal or
by lattice vibrations (phonons). Spin-polarized currents can, however, still exist in metallic
structures if the dimensions of the structure are small compared to the so-called spin-flip
length, which is the average distance an electron can travel before its spin-information is lost
by these scattering processes.
Obvious advantages arise if we could somehow link the semiconductor world, on which
modern electronics are based, to the electron's spin. In a semiconductor there is no difference between an electron with spin up and one with spin down, so normally there is no
spin-polarization to be found 2 . Spin-flip lengths are not a problem in semiconductors, as calculations show them to be several orders of magnitude larger than in metals. The problem is
getting a polarized electron current into a semiconductor, a process known as spin-injection.
Efficient spin-injection is essential for merging electronics with spintronics. A direct contact
between a ferromagnetic metal and a semiconductor, for example Fe on GaAs, has too high
an impedance mismatch fora spin-polarized current to be possible, according to calculations
by Schmidt et al. [6]. This impedance mismatch is the main obstacle on the road toward
successful spin-injection.
A possible solution for the injection of spins into semiconductor structures is to use a
1
2

A high conductance dI /dV means a low differential resistance dV/dI.
Some diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) are ferromagnetic and have a spontaneous spin-polarization.
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tunnel barrier to inject spins from a normal electrode into a semiconductor. For instance, if
we have a spin-selective barrier height in the tunnel barrier then, because of the exponential
dependence of the tunnel current on the barrier height, we can spin filter the electrons and
gain a highly polarized electron current [7]. Europium sulfide (EuS) is such a material with
a spin-selective barrier height. At room temperature it is a normal semiconductor, but below
T=l6.6 K EuS becomes ferromagnetic, combined with a decrease of the conduction band edge
for spin-up electrons, and an increase for spin-down electrons. This splitting of the conduction
band is due to exchange interactions.
Chapter 2 of this report deals with the basic theory of tunnel junctions with emphasis on
the interfacial sensitivity of magnetic tunnel junctions. Also in this chapter the basic theory
behind the spin filtering is presented. Chapter 3 discusses the experimental methods used in
the measurements and highlights some problems which occur with measurements on junctions
with EuS as a barrier. Finally, the measurements will be presented in chapters 4 and 5. They
have been split up because essentially two distinct aspects of magnetic tunnelling have been
investigated. In chapter 4 the relations between crystal phase of Co electrodes and junction
transport properties in Co/ Alüx/Co MTJs will be discussed. Spin filtering experiments with
EuS will be brought forward in chapter 5.

Chapter 2

Theory
2 .1

Introd uction

It is difficult to imagine an electron as a point particle, but it is even more difficult to
consider that electron as a wave. This wave-like character of elemental particles like electrons
is essential in understanding quantum tunnelling. Many experiments have been performed
which solidify the theoretical basis of quantum-mechanics. Although nowadays quantum
mechanics is still regarded as an incomplete theory, quantum mechanical tunnelling can be well
described and understood by numerous equations. Recently the Copenhagen interpretation
of tunnelling times as proposed by Bohr c.s. has been under debate. This illustrates the
ongoing interest in a theory now a century old.
This chapter has been split into three parts. The first part describes the fundamentals
of tunnelling in general, and brings forward some of the historically important experimental
findings with respect to magnetic tunnelling or spin-polarized tunnelling. The second part
discusses the current status of magnetic tunnelling. Attention will be given to some recent
experiments and theoretical calculations which have generated strong evidence for the influence of the interfacial electronic density of states. In the third part of this theoretical chapter
the so-called filtering of the electron spins will be described together with the properties of
europium sulfide (EuS), which will be used as a spin filter.

2. 2
2.2.1

Gener al Tunnelling Theory
History

In the course of history, many contributors to the field of magnetic tunnel junctions can be
found. In this short historical overview a few will be briefly mentioned.
For a rather long time, it was thought that electron tunnelling was a single-electron problem. In 1960 Giaever proved this was incorrect [8]. Tunnelling is essentially a many-body problem, it is the many-body density of states that determines the tunnel conductance 1 . Bardeen
provided Giaever's experiments with a theoretical background [9], using the so-called transfer
Hamiltonian method. Meservey and Tedrow laid the actual foundations for spin-polarized
tunnelling (SPT) as used nowadays in magnetic tunnel junctions. With their experiments
1

0nly realized in the case of superconducting/insulating/nonmagnetic (S/I/N) junctions at that time.
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on superconductor-insulator-ferromagnet (S/I/F) junctions they observed directly the spinpolarization of electrons tunnelling from the ferromagnet [10]. The first magnetic tunnel
junctions (F /I/F) were fabricated by Jullière, who provided a simple intuitive theory to explain the phenomenon of tunnel magnetoresistance [11]. It lasted more than 20 years before
the breakthrough in 1995 by Moodera [2] who first found a reproducibly large TMR ratio.
This breakthrough led to an overwhelming interest in the field of magnetic tunnelling.

2.2.2

Electron tunnelling

The quantum mechanica! principle of tunnelling is as old as quantum-mechanics itself. The
key concept is the wave-character of the electron. An electron is not only a point-particle, but
also a wave and can be described by a quantum-mechanical wave-function W. The probability
density for finding an electron at a certain position is given by 1 W 12 = w*w. This probability
density is not zero in a finite energy barrier. An insulating layer (e.g. AIOx) can be represented
as a potential barrier for electrons going from one electrode to the other, as shown in Fig. 2.1.
Electrons can tunnel through a finite energy barrier, because the wave function penetrates the
barrier and is essentially non-zero inside the entire barrier. The three-layer system electrodebarrier-electrode is known as a tunnel junction.

d

I

II

lil
x

Figure 2.1: A free electron wave in area I tunnels decays in a potential barrier V(x)
with thickness d in area II, to reach area III with a diminished amplitude.

The key equation in tunnelling theory is the Schrödinger equation. If we consider a
one-dimensional case where an electron faces a potential barrier V(x) and neglect the timedependence we have to look for the wave-like solutions 1/J(x) of the Schrödinger equation

n,2 d21/J(x)
- 2m

dx2

+ V(x)'l/J(x)

=

E'ljJ(x),

(2.1)

where m is the electron's mass, n is Planck's constant, and E is the energy of the electron.
Let us divide the x direction into three areas I, II and III (see figure 2.1) and suppose the
electron is travelling from left to right. The solutions for this equation are waves which are
different in the three areas. In areas I and III the electron wave function can be described by
a free particle wave eikx travelling to the right. The wave vector k is related to the energy E
by
(2.2)
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Inside the barrier, a classically forbidden region, there is always a finite electron wave function,
unless the barrier height is infinite. The wave function in the barrier is an exponentially
decaying function '"" e-""x, with K the inverse decay length for the wave function and related
to the barrier by
K

2

2m

= - 2
h

(V(x) - E).

(2.3)

The transmission coefficient or tunnelling probability T can be defined as

(2.4)
dis the thickness of the barrier. Eq. (2.4) is the exact solution for V(x) as defined in Fig. 2.1.
For arbitrary V(x) one can use the Wentzel Kramers Brillouin (WKB) approximation [12],
valid for V(x) slowly varying 2 on the scale of k- 1 . First equate the effective momentum pas

p(x) = hk = J2m[E - V(x)].

(2.5)

Then we obtain a reasonably simple result for the tunnelling probability T:
T:::::: e- 21 , with "( =

1

rd

r;, Jo

1

p(x) 1 dx

(2.6)

If we would look at a three-dimensional problem, T would be a matrix element. But in a
purely one-dimensional world Eq. (2.6) works just fine.
In solid state physics, electrons which can tunnel have an energy near the Fermi-energy.
At T=O K, the Fermi-energy Ep is the highest occupied energy state in a material. Below
Ep, all electron states are then filled. When T >0 K, then around Ep the distribution of
electronic states is different, dependent on the temperature T, but at Ep the probability of
finding an electron is always 1/2. The probability of finding an electron at an energy E is
given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution in Eq. (2.7) , which is displayed graphically in Fig. 2.2.

J(E) =

1

e(E-Ep )/kBT

+ 1.

(2.7)

f(E)

T>OK

Figure 2.2: Fermi-dirac distribution

f (E) at a finite temperature T.

In metal-insulator-metal junctions V(x) changes on the scale of the reciprocal Fermi-wave vector k"F 1 , so
that here the WKB approximation may not be used.
2
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The number of electrons at a certain energy is determined by two factors. First the number of
available electrons states per energy, also known as the density of states (DOS), p( E). Second
there is the Fermi-Dirac distribution.
In a normal steady state, electrons will tunnel from the left to the right electrode (1 --+ 2)
as well as in the inverse direction (2--+ 1) in equal amount. There is no preferred direction for
the tunnelling electrons if the harrier height is the same for the left and the right. However,
when a voltage V is applied between the two electrode, the harrier gets tilted with an energy
eV, e being the elemental electronic charge, see Fig. 2.3. This also causes the two Fermi-levels
to shift by eV. Now there are empty electron states above EF in electrode 2, so that a net
current I will flow through the harrier from left to right. Using Fermi's golden rule, Bardeen
[9] equated this current equal to

I(V) ,....,

IMl 2

1_:

P1 (E - eV)p2(E)[J (E - eV) -

f (E)]dE,

(2.8)

where p1 is the electronic density of state of the left electrode and p2 of the right electrode.
The matrix element IMl 2 is responsible for the coupling of the states on the left and the right
and may be assumed constant, this would be T 2 in a lD case. It is possible to tunnel into
the right electrode because there are available (free) electron states in the right electrode and
filled states in the left electrode. Note that when an electron has tunnelled to the right, it has
an energy higher than the Fermi-energy of the right electrode. There exist processes capable
of lowering the energy of the tunnelled electrons. These processes will be discussed in section
2.3.2.

2.2.3

The Simmons model

In 1963, Simmons proposed a model describing the tunnelling process between two similar
metallic electrodes across an insulating harrier [13]. Bath electrodes have harrier height rf> and
workfunction (. In this case we are dealing with asymmetrie harrier, if no voltage is applied.
It is applicable in the low and intermediate voltage range, so eV < rf>. Simmons neglected the
presence of the valence band of the harrier as well as the spin of the tunnelling electrons.

EF.l
eV

d

electrode 1

electrode 2

Figure 2.3: Energy scheme of a tunnel junction with a voltage V applied. The barrier
has a height equal to </> and a thickness d.
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Consider now the energy diagram in Fig. 2.3. For electrons which are tunnelling from
electrode 1 to 2, the harrier height is lowered because of the applied voltage V. These
electrons "see" an average harrier (</> - er). For electrons going from 2 to 1, the average
harrier height is (</> + ei). Calculating the currents going from one electrode to another and
adding the two contributions, Simmons obtained for the current density J
1 2

J = Jo ( </> -

eV) exp [ A ( </>
T

eV) 1 ]
T

-

1 2

-

Jo

( </>

eV) exp [ A ( </> + T
eV)
+T

/ ]

,

(2.9)

-2d/fJ

'.:::l (ev)- 1/ 2 for d=5 nm. Note
where J0 = ( 2 7r)~hd 2 '.::: 6 · 10- 10 Am- 2 and A =
the exponential dependence on the harrier thickness d as expected, as well as the exponential
dependence on v'E. In I-V measurements one quantity of interest is the conductance G.
Calculating G(V) = dI/dV from equation (2.9) in a Taylor expansion, we obtain

dJ
2
,.._, ( a + b · V ) · exp (c)
(2.10)
dV
a and b depend only on d and/ or </>, not on V, and the exponential power c is of the same form
as that in Eq. (2.9) but lacking a V dependence. The main contribution to the conductance
is now the V 2 term, so a plot of G(V) is a parabola. We can also fit measured G(V) or
I(V) curves to obtain the harrier parameters d and</>. The calculated or fitted </>is always an
average or effective harrier height, because in reality we are always dealing with effects from
image potentials, tilted harriers when unequal metals with different workfunctions are used,
and impurities in the harrier. These effects shall not be treated here, for a good overview see
for example [13] or [14].
-

2.2.4

Spin-polarized tunnelling

NI

OENS\TY

OF STATES

MINOR ITY
SPINS

Figure 2.4: Density of states versus energy for Ni. Both spin contributions (minority
and majority) are shown. The two spin contributions are exchange split by about leV.

A ferromagnet has an imbalance between spin-up and spin-down electrons at the Fermilevel. This is because the densities of states are different for electrons with spin up and spin

2.2.
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(b)

(a)

!:I" ' ---~
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N
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0

V-V
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Figure 2.5: (a) Density of states versus voltage V = E/e fora superconductor (S) in
an applied magnetic field. The DOS is Zeeman split as can be seen in the difference
between solid and dashed lines. The energy gap is also clearly visible. (b) Calculated
conductance dI/dV versus voltage over a S-I-N junction, where Nis a nonmagnetic metal.
The conduction peaks all have the same magnitude. (c) Same as (b), but N is now a
ferromagnetic metal. Four conduction peaks arise, which are all different in magnitude,
indicating the spin-polarization.

down, to a first approximation shifted by f:i.E ;:::::1 eV for all E. This is due to the exchange
interaction which is a direct result of the well-known Pauli exclusion principle. This can be
seen in Fig. 2.4 for nickel. Only around the Fermi-level will the imbalance of spins be of direct
importance for transport experiments, which we already discussed in the foregoing section,
see Eq. (2.8). This imbalance can be expressed as a spin-polarization P at the Fermi-level
commonly calculated as
p = Pt(EF) - P+(EF).

Pt(EF)

+ P+(EF)

(2.11)

Here P+(EF) and Pt(EF) are the densities of states at the Fermi-level for spin-down and spinup electrons respectively. Spin-up electrons are now considered the majority-spin electrons,
defined in relation to the total magnetic moment.
Spin polarized tunnelling (SPT) was discovered in 1970 by Meservey and Tedrow [10].
They researched the behavior of ferromagnet-Alüx-superconductor junctions. Al was chosen
as the superconductor, because this is the material with the smallest 3 atomie number Z. A
low Z is wanted, because the spin-orbit scattering rate is proportional to Z 4 and spin-orbit
scattering distorts Zeeman-splitting, which is used in SPT experiments. Fortunately, thin
film Al has a relatively high superconducting transition temperature Tgc ;:::::2 K and a high
critica! field Be ;:::::4 T. Also, it is technologically preferable, because it can be easily combined
with the Alüx barrier by oxidation.
The results of their experiments were the spin-polarization Pof the adjacent ferromagnet,
because the superconductor acts as a spin detector. In short, this can be explained as follows
3

Actually, MgB 2 has an even lower Z, but this material is difficult to use for tunnel junctions.
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[10, 15]: In a superconductor some electrons are paired as Cooper-pairs and the rest behave
as so-called quasi-particles. The normal density of states po of electrons is no langer valid
and according to the BCS-theory [16] a quasi-particle DOS is present. An energy gap 2.6. is
a implicit phenomenon visible in superconductors as well as the peaking of the quasi-particle
DOS at the edges of the energy gap. The superconducting density of states psc is given by
0

for
IEi

Psc(E) = {

Po vELf::;.2

for

IEi < .6.,
IEi 2': .6..

(2.12)

Normally this DOS is equivalent for spin-up and spin-down electrons. However, it will be
Zeeman split by ±µH in an applied magnetic field H, µ being the electronic magnetic moment.
This is shown in Fig. 2.5(a). This splitting can be made visible by measuring the tunnelling
conductance dl/ dV of such a system. dl/ dV for the two spin-directions will be shifted with
a voltage of µH / e with respect to a conductance curve measured in zero field. Two spin
channels now contribute to the total conductance so this is a weighted sum

dl
(dl)
dV = a dV t

+ (l

- a)

(dl)
dV -i,

(2.13)

Here a is the fraction of spin-up electrons. For the spin polarization we find
p = a - (1 - a) = 2a _ 1.
a+(l-a)

(2.14)

In Fig. 2.5(b) this splitting is shown in a junction with a nonmagnetic normal electrode.
The calculated tunnelling conductance as a function of the voltage applied over the junction is
essentially related directly to the superconducting DOS thermally smeared out. In Fig. 2.5(c)
the normal electrode is now a magnetic material with a spin polarization. The four measured
conduction peaks (} 1 to (}4 are now all different in magnitude, because of the spin-imbalance
at Ep. The spin polarization can now be estimated as follows
p ~ ((}4 - (}2) - ((}1 - (}3).

((}4 - (}2)

+ ((}1 - (}3)

(2.15)

The polarizations found with this method are positive, so a higher DOS for majority
electrons than for minority at the Fermi-level. Theoretically, for transitions metals like cobalt
and nickel the total density of states at Ep shows a negative spin polarization (see Fig. 2.4). It
is therefore better to consider the polarizations found in this type of experiments as effective
polarizations. According to Stearns [17] in Ni and Fe the tunnelling electrons come from
itinerant s-like bands, which are weakly spin polarized through s-d hybridization. These
s-like electrons have a positive spin-polarization at the Fermi-level, yielding the observed
p > 0.
Meservey and Tedrow are considered as the founders of spin polarized tunnelling. They
opened an entirely new field of research with their experiments. The tunnelling electrons are
essentially spin-polarized when tunnelling to and from a ferromagnetic film. Their experiments stimulated Jullière to do his work on ferromagnet-insulator-ferromagnet (FM-I-FM)
tunnel junctions in 1975 which eventually led to the simple Jullière model, which we will
discuss next.
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The Jullière model

Jullière performed the first magnetoresistance measurements on tunnel junctions consisting of
an insulating barrier sandwiched between two ferromagnetic electrodes [11]. He also proposed
a theory to explain his experimental findings. In a magnetic tunnel junction, magnetoresistance occurs when the relative orientation of the magnetization directions of the two magnetic
electrodes is changed from parallel to antiparallel. The electrical resistance Rp is smallest
when the two electrodes are aligned parallel. When they are aligned antiparallel the resistance
RA is highest (see also Fig. 1.2). Jullière's first observation of magnetoresistance was 14% at
4.2 K with Fe/GeOx/Co junctions.
Parallel

Anti-Parallel

1'-Energy

Density of States

Figure 2.6: Density of states (DOS) versus energy for two ferromagnetic electrodes. On
the left for the parallel and on the right for the antiparallel configuration. The tunnel
current density lt,.J. depends on the product of the DOS of both electrodes.

The presence of this magnetoresistance can be explained by using the model from Fig.
2.6. In this figure the electronic density of states of two equal ferromagnetic electrodes is
displayed for both spin contributions. Clearly, the exchange splitting can be seen. Jullière
assumed that electrons have the same spin before and after tunnelling, so he neglected socalled spin-flip processes. In this case, spin-up electrons only tunnel to and from spin-up
states, and spin-down electrons only to and from spin-down states. Jullière assumed that the
conductance G of each spin-channel is proportional to the product of the fractions of the DOS
at the Fermi-level, as Bardeen already stated [9]. In the parallel configuration this yields
(2.16)
a 1 is the fraction of spin-up DOS at the Fermi-level in electrode 1 and a 2 in electrode 2. In
the antiparallel configuration one finds similarly
(2.17)
It is much more convenient to work with polarizations P 1 and P2 instead of fractions a.
Using P = (2a - 1), we find for the relative change in conductance, also called the tunnel
magnetoresistance (TMR) ratio

(2.18)
This equation is only valid at zero bias voltage. At a non-zero voltage we have to perform
an integration over voltage and consider inelastic processes to obtain the TMR. Also, P is a
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function of bias voltage generally. For Co/ AlOx/Co tunnel junctions the present record in
the group FNA is about 33% at 10 K and 27% at room temperature. The TMR is higher
when the sample is cleaner, with flat and clean interfaces. Logically, samples will be cleaner
if the growth speed and temperature are well controlled and the vacuum pressure is kept
low enough (UHV). The Jullière model predicts a TMR of 40% for a tunnel junction with
two Co-electrodes (P = 41 %) independent of temperature. The polarization of ferromagnetic
layers can be found experimentally using spin-polarized tunnelling experiments in Al/ AlOx/F
junctions as described by Meservey and Tedrow [10] (see previous section).
The J ullière model does not account for the dependence of the TMR on bias voltage and
on temperature. Also, effects from inelastic processes occurring in the harrier and at the
interface between harrier and electrode are not taken into account by this model. It is and
remains, however, a good first-order approach for calculating the magnitude of the TMR.
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2.3

Current status of magnetic tunnelling

2.3.1

Temperature and bias dependence of TMR
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The TMR ratio as defined in Eq. (2.18) is independent of voltage and temperature. There is
also no direct dependence on the electronic density of states, let alone the interfacial density
of states. Experimentally it has been found that the TMR has a strong dependence on bias
voltage V and a clear dependence on temperature T.
A typical temperature dependent TMR is shown in Fig. 2.7, together with the temperature dependences of the junction resistances Rp and RA. To understand this temperature
dependence, it is easiest to start with adding a few extra elements to Jullière's simple theory
according to Shang et al. [18]. In Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) the conductance through the tunnel
junction is considered completely elastic in nature. This means that the tunnelling electrons
do not lose energy and/or momentum through inelastic processes like scattering. Shang proposed an extra unpolarized (i.e. spin-independent) inelastic contribution G SI to the total
tunnel conductance. Now we can rewrite the total tunnel conductance as
(2.19)

e

The first part is equivalent to Jullière's theory with the angle between the magnetization
directions of the two electrodes. Gr is the prefactor for elastic tunnelling. Due to the
temperature induced broadening of the Fermi-distributions in the electrodes this varies with
temperature according to

CT
Gr = Go sin( CT)

(2.20)

Go is a constant, Cis dependent on harrier width d (in Á) as well as harrier height </>(in eV)

c=

1.387. 10

-4

d

J?j"

(2.21)

The dependence of sin~~T) on temperature T is rather small, i.e. only a few percent over
typically 300 K so it can not be regarded as the main cause for the temperature dependence
shown in Fig. 2. 7.
G SI has the most profound dependence on temperature. A possible spin-independent
tunnelling contribution might be the so-called hopping conductance. Hopping conductance
is tunnelling via localized states inside the amorphous AlOx harrier. For this conductance a
power-law dependence has been found
GsI(T) ""T1 .

(2.22)

Theoretically, it has been calculated [19] that for this hopping conductance through N localized states
2
'Y(N) = N - - - .
N+l

(2.23)

When two localized states in AlOx are taken into account (N=2), we find 'Y = 4/3.
Experimentally, for Co/ AlOx/Co junctions, the power 'Y has been found to be 1.35±0.15 [18],
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Figure 2. 7: Typical TMR(T) dependence for a Co/ AlOx/Co magnetic tunnel junction,
plotted along with the dependence of the junction resistances Rp and RA.
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Figure 2.8: Typical TMR(V) dependence fora Co/ AlOx/Co magnetic tunnel junction
at 10 K.
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so hopping conductance may be an important factor for the TMR(T) dependence, because an
increase of G SI with temperature leads to a decrease of b.f and thus to a decrease of TMR.
Another possibility for explaining TMR(T) is the magnetic character of the electrodes.
Because the electrodes in a magnetic tunnel junction are ferromagnets, their magnetization as
function of temperature is well known. It is at a maximum at T=O K, decreasing to zero at the
Curie temperature Te. Because a high magnetization implies a strong total DOS polarization
Ptat this has lead to the belief that also the polarization P at EF is strongly temperature
dependent 4 . However, the bulk magnetization is not of importance here, it is most likely the
surface magnetization Ms which determines the spin polarization at the interface in a tunnel
junction. For Ms a Bloch-law dependence Ms "'T312 is already known. This leads to

P(T) = P0 (l - aT 312 ),

(2.24)

Po is the polarization at T=O K, determined by SPT experiments. The factor a is material
dependent. Furthermore, both a and Po are sensitive to surface/interface contaminations
[20]. If the interface is more contaminated, the value of a will be higher leading toa stronger
reduction of P and thus TMR with temperature. For the Co/ AIOx/Co junction from Fig.
2.7 the TMR(T) dependence has been fitted with Eq. (2.24) and this fit yielded Po=38.2%
and a = 2.54 · 10- 5 K- 3 / 2.
The temperature dependence of the TMR is relatively easy to understand using the two
arguments mentioned above. It is the bias voltage dependence, which is the most difficult to
understand. A typical bias dependence is shown in Fig. 2.8. At about 0.3 V bias the TMR has
already been halved. This is not beneficia! for applications. In devices a high working voltage
is desirable, preferably a few volts to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). So, if possible,
this large bias dependence must be eliminated. The first argument to explain this TMR(V)
behavior is the lowering of the effective harrier height by the electric field. This causes an
increase in conductance which has a negative effect on TMR"' b.f. Secondly, the band
structure may have a large infiuence. Because of the applied voltage some parts of bands
(minority and/or majority) may suddenly turn "on" or "off'' leading to extra conduction
channels. It is, however, difficult to provide this band structure argument with a theoretica!
basis. A third solution is the presence of the already mentioned inelastic tunnelling via
spin-wave excitations and phonon excitations inside the harrier. How these two quantum
phenomena affect the TMR we shall investigate in the next section.

2.3.2

Inelastic tunnelling processes

It is possible to not only measure the current-voltage characteristics I - V of a tunnel harrier
but also its first and second derivatives as function of voltage. The first derivative dl/ dV
is called the conductance G and both G and dG / dV = d 2I / dV 2 can be obtained during an

I - V measurement using standard loek-in techniques (see section 3.2). As a function of
applied voltage V one would expect a parabolic G(V) according to Eq. (2.10), based on the
free electron model disregarding inelastic processes.
In practice, the conductance spectrum of a magnetic tunnel junction looks similar to that
shown in Fig. 2.9(a) for an Al/ Ab03/NisoFe20 junction. As can be seen, the background of the
4
Note that there is no clear argument why Ptat ~ M. There might be a dependence via a temperature
dependent exchange splitting !J.E(T) as stated by Davis et al. [21]. Even so, P at EF can still be zero or
negative.
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Figure 2.9: Typical conductance G = dl/dV measurements and dG/dV (IETS) measurements of two types of tunnel junction. In (a) a magnetic tunnel junction and in (b)
a non-magnetic tunnel junction. Taken from [4].

conductance is parabolic, but from 0 to about 50 m V bias voltage a small linear contribution
to G(V) is also visible. Because this linear contribution is not present in the nonmagnetic
junction spectrum from Fig. 2.9(b), it must be magnetic in origin. In junctions with Co
electrodes this linear contribution is present from 0 to roughly 200 m V. According to Zhang
and Levy [22] and Moodera et al. [23], the magnetic character of this G(V) contribution is
due to magnon or spin-wave [24] excitations in the magnetic electrodes. A magnon can be
created in the tunnelling process if a hot electron which tunnels from one electrode to the
other has to lose some of its energy to reach the Fermi-level of the electrode it tunnels into.
Considering the interface sensitivity of MTJs (see section 2.3.3), it may be assumed that
only magnons created at the electrode-barrier interface are visible in the G(V) spectrum.
Creation of magnons is an inelastic process, because energy and momentum (p = nk) of
electrons are both not conserved. Electrons with initial energy Ei and wavevector ki lose
energy and momentum so that after tunnelling into the other electrode their energy and
momentum are reduced to Et and kJ
(2.25)
(2.26)
Now a magnon has been created with energy nwm and wavevector qm. When a magnon
has been created, a spin quantum of 1 has been given to the spin-wave, flipping the spin of
the tunnelled electron. If a magnon can be created, it can also be absorbed, also leading
to spin-flip. Because elastic tunnelling conserves the wavevector k, inelastic electron-magnon
scattering leads toa change in wavevector. This causes new conduction channels to be created,
leading to an increase in G, which causes a lowering of the TMR, because TMRrv b.G/G.
The magnon dispersion relation wm(q) is parabolic.
with

(2.27)
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where Sis the spin of the atoms at the interface, Te the Curie temperature of the thin film and
qm the radius of the two-dimensional first Brillouin zone. At a maximum energy Em ,. . ., kB Te
the magnons are cut-off, because no more magnetic excitations are then simply possible. Also
at a certain minimum energy Ec the magnons are cut-off [22]. Magnon excitations are limited
by the finite magnetic grain size or by magnetic anisotropy. A finite magnetic grain size
limits the maximal magnon wavelength, hence the minimal magnon energy. The influence of
anisotropy shall not be discussed here. The magnon contribution to G(V) is linear, because
when a voltage V is applied, the energy difference eV between two electrodes scales linearly
with the energy of the excited magnon nwm. The contributions of the magnons are best
visible at low temperatures, e.g. at 10 K, where thermal smearing is small.
Not only the G(V) spectrum provides us with information of the tunnelling, but also the
d2 I / dV 2 spectrum is useful. Measurements of d2 I / dV 2 versus voltage V are called inelastic
electron tunnel spectroscopy (IETS). The IETS spectrum is also shown in Fig. 2.9. The IETS
spectrum of the magnetic tunnel junction in Fig. 2.9(a) has two large peaks around zero bias
voltage, referring to the onset of magnon excitations, as earlier discussed. In theory this
feature would be infinitely sharp, but it is cut-off by Ec. Furthermore, for both nonmagnetic
and magnetic tunnel junctions, at about 115 m V bias voltage a small peak appears in the
spectrum. This peak can be attributed to an Al-0 vibrational mode from the AlOx barrier.
A phonon is another name for such a quantized lattice vibration, so it is an Al-0 phonon
which is visible in the IETS spectrum. Created phonons are not responsible for spin-flip, but
they do open extra conduction channels. Only at specific energies can phonons be created,
so they form only a minor contribution to the bias dependence of the TMR.
Concluding, inelastic processes lower the TMR, because extra conduction channels are
opened. This occurs more often at elevated temperatures and at higher bias voltages, which
is not beneficia! for applicational use of MTJs. The excitation of magnons due to applied
bias is considered as the largest contribution to the reduction of TMR(V,T). It is intrinsic to
magnetic tunnel junctions and may be considered as one of the main disadvantages of MTJs.
Because these magnons are created mainly at the electrode-barrier interface, this interface is
of importance in MT Js. We shall try to elucidate this importance further in the next section.

2.3.3

Influence of the interface

The spin-polarization P determines toa first order the TMR, according to the Jullière model.
This Pis determined by the electronic density of states at Ep for the two spin contributions.
If this DOS were different at the interface as compared to bulk, this would lead to a strong
influence of the interface on the tunnelling.
Theoretica! calculations on Fe(lOO) by Uiberacker et al. [25] have shown that the interfacial DOS is indeed essentially different from the bulk DOS as can be seen in Fig. 2.10. The
spin-polarization even has a different sign at the interface according to this figure. Butler
et al. [26] did DOS calculations on epitaxial Fe(100)/Mg0(100)/Fe(100) MTJs and found a
similar result. They also found that the DOS of the MgO barrier was slightly altered as a
result of the change in the interfacial Fe DOS via bonding.
As mentioned before in section 2.2.4, according to Stearns [17], s-like states are responsible for tunnelling in a MT J, because these are the most itinerant electron states. Recently,
Tsymbal et al. [27] have modelled and performed calculations on the DOS of fee Co, in
Co/ AlOx/NM tunnel junctions. They found the spin-polarization of Co to be 343, in agreement with experiments, but only if s-states are taken into account. The electronic DOS at the
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Figure 2.10: Calculated DOS of Fe(lOO). It is essentially different at the interface

compared to the bulk. Taken from [25]

interface was calculated for both spin channels as well as the conductance for both channels
as can be seen in Fig. 2.11. According to their work, the s-electron DOS is reduced within
the energy range of the exchange split d-bands of Co, because of the strong s-d hybridization.
This hybridization causes the itinerant s-electrons to be positively spin-polarized. As for the
conductance a, their calculations yield correct polarizations P = (at - a+) / (at + a+) only
if so-called ssa-bonding between ferromagnet and insulator states is taken into account. So
the insulator is also very important for the tunnelling and the TMR especially as was already
stated by Slonczewski et al. [28]. Calculations by Davis [29] also found that for tunnelling
through AlOx or MgO the s-hybridized electrons are the most itinerant and responsible for
tunnelling.
Not only the electron character ( d or s-like) is of importance for tunnelling, but also
the direction, i.e. the k-vector of the tunnelling electron. According to Slonczewski [28]
and Vedyayev et al. [30], the transmission T is severely reduced, when the incident k-vector
is not completely perpendicular to the barrier interface. They found the following angular
dependence for T
Trovexp - 2qod
--) ,
(
cose

(2.28)

with q 0 the damping vector in the barrier, d the barrier thickness, and e the incident angle of the electrons with respect to the normal to the barrier. This exponential dependence
on angle suggests that it is in fact a one-dimensional DOS that is responsible for the tunnelling. According to this equation, a rough electrode-barrier interface leads to a smaller
TMR. Furthermore, by selecting a small k-vector range, we can tune the tunnelling. Energy
band diagrams (plots of energy versus wavevector) can help us with this. The barrier now
acts as a "momentum filter", according to Yuasa et al. [31 ]. They have dorre experiments
on Fe/ Al0x/Fe 50 Co 50 MT Js and they show that the TMR strongly depends on the crystal
orientation of the single-crystal Fe electrode, which they varied from (100), (110) to (211).
U ntil now, we have shown that the polarization P and the TMR depend on the interfacial
DOS, the character of this DOS, and on its crystal direction. We have not yet discussed on
which length-scale the spin-polarization, originated at the interface, is maintained. If Jullière's
model were correct, we would expect zero TMR if another non-magnetic (NM) material would
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Figure 2.11: (a) Total (dashed line) and s-electron (solid line) DOS for an fee Co(OOl)
interface. (b) Conductance for electrons tunnelling from Co into a non-magnetic material.
The correct polarization is found only when ssa-bonding (solid line) between insulator
and Co is considered. Taken from [27].

be inserted between one of the magnetic electrode and the barrier in a MT J, because then
there would be no spin polarization at this interface. This, however, is not the case. The
TMR does diminish to zero, but only if a few monolayers of the non-magnetic material are
inserted at the interface. A few A of these so-called dusting layers suppress the TMR rapidly.
According to LeClair et al. [32] an exponential decay length Ç ::::; 0.26 nm (about 1 ML) for
Cu dusting on an Co electrode is present. Dusting layers alter the interfacial DOS. It is even
possible to modify the interfacial DOS in such a way that the TMR becomes negative for
some thicknesses of the dusting layer. When inserting an approximately 3.1 A (,. ._, 1.5 ML)
thick Ru dusting layer between the barrier and the bottom electrode in Co/ AlOx/Co tunnel
junctions, the interfacial density of states gets altered in such a way that at this interface the
effective spin polarization becomes negative, producing a negative TMR5 .

5
It may be important here to mention that NMR measurements (see Appendix B for a short description of
the NMR technique) have shown that up to about 3-4 Á of Ru dusting yields an Co/Ru alloy [33].
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2.4
2.4.1

Spin Filtering
The Possibilities

When an electronic current with a spin-imbalance is injected into another non-magnetic material, this is called spin-injection. A lot of problems will be encountered, when trying to
inject a spin polarized current from a ferromagnet into a semiconductor.
First of all, there is a large resistance mismatch between a metallic ferromagnet and a
semiconductor. Calculations by Schmidt et al. [6] have shown that an effective polarization
of almost 100% in the ferromagnet is necessary to have any success in injecting spins directly
from a ferromagnet into a semiconductor. They calculated the spin injection coefficient 1 as
1~

Gsc
-G
FM

«

1,

(2.29)

with G se the conductivity of the semiconductor and G FM that of the ferromagnet. This
impedance mismatch is considered the main obstacle on the road towards successful spininjection. One way of achieving a 100% effective spin-polarization is the use of so-called
half-metals. These are materials in which the exchange shift of the bands results in one spin
band lying entirely below the Fermi-level resulting in only minority spins at the Fermi-level.
Another solution might be the use of a tunnel barrier between the ferromagnetic metal and
the semiconductor, according to Rashba [34]. Electrons now have to tunnel to reach the
semiconductor and the resistivity mismatch between a tunnel harrier and a semiconductor is
small.
Secondly, a stable contact between a semiconductor and a metal is necessary for spininjection. This can only be achieved if there exists an epitaxial relation and well as thermodynamical and morphological stability at the interface [35]. Luckily, bcc Co or Fe can be
forced to grow epitaxially on GaAs. It can also be used as a seed layer on which GaAs can be
grow. However, some semiconductor atoms (e.g. Si or Ga and As) can react with the metals
and form compounds which are unwanted at the SC/FM interface because of the extreme
interfacial sensitivity.
The field of research which utilizes the electron's spin next to its charge, as in MT Js and
spin-valves, is called spintronics. If spintronics could be linked to semiconductor devices, this
could provide us with the solution to the ever increasing demand for data density, combining
magnetic storage with ultrafast semiconductor technology. Quantum computing may also be
reachable with spintronics [36]. It should be noted here that a polarized electron current
can only propagate through a semiconductor material if the spin-flip length is large in the
semiconductor. Generally this is the case, because spin-flip lengths in semiconductors are
typically a few µm.

2.4.2

Basics of spin filtering

Instead of using a tunnel harrier for injecting spins from a metallic ferromagnet there is another solution. Some semiconducting materials become ferromagnets below a certain (Curie)
temperature. These materials are often exotic compounds with rare-earth elements and their
Curie temperatures range from room temperature down to a few Kelvin. Often their magnetism arises from deep electron bands which do not mediate transport. So normally such a
ferromagnetic tunnel harrier does not filter any spins at all.
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Figure 2.12: A metal(M)-EuS-metal(M) tunnel junction. (a) For temperatures above
Te, Jt = J-1-. (b) For temperatures below Te, the harrier height is exchange split by
6.Eex, leading to a large Jt and a small J-1-.

There exists, however, a material with a very useful magnetic feature below its magnetic
ordering temperature. This is EuS which has a Te=l6.6 K. Below Te this material becomes
ferromagnetic, and its conduction band is exchange split, see Fig. 2.12. So the conduction
band gets lowered for spin-up electrons and raised for spin-down electrons. Because of the
exponential dependence of tunnel current on harrier height J ,...., exp(-y(/)d) the tunnel current
is greatly enhanced for spin-up electrons and reduced for spin-down, resulting in an effective
filtering of tunnelling electrons. The current originating from tunnelling through such a harrier
will be almost 1003 polarized. Rewriting Simmons' formula (Eq. 2.9) for a spin-dependent
harrier <fit,.). height we get

.Ju=

Jo (fu - en [-A (ft,i - e~r]-Jo (fj,j +en [-A (\bt.i + e~r] ·
exp

exp

(2.30)
The average harrier height <Po is roughly the same for all temperatures. Below Te the conduction band is exchange split with a temperature dependent energy shift f::l.Eex(T) according
to
1
<PuJT) =<Po~ 2/::l.Eex(T).

(2.31)

f::l.Eex is largest at absolute zero temperature, because f::l.Eex(T) ,...., M(T). For EuS, f::l.Eex(O K)
=0.36 eV. This preferential tunnelling is called the spin filter effect.
When the spin filter effect is active, various experimental confirmations of spin filtering
can be made. We list three such confirmations. First the decrease of the junction resistance
R1 below Te, second the Zeeman splitting of the quasi-particle Al DOS will be enhanced in
SPT experiments. Third, the tunnel current is spin-polarized.

2.4.3

The magnetism of EuS

EuS is part of a family of materials called the europium chalcogenides. Other members of
this family are EuO, EuSe and EuTe. These materials are all closely related. Their magnetic
character is the same. The magnetism arises from the localized 4f bands. This band has
7 electrons which are all aligned according to Hund's rules resulting in a total spin number
of S=7 /2, while the total orbi tal momentum L is zero for this band ( "quenched" orbital
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Figure 2.13: The electronic density of states for the europium chalcogenide family.

momentum). In the ground state Eu has the [Xe] 4j75d0 6s 2 electron configuration. The
6s electrons are transferred from the Eu to the p orbitals of the chalcogenide atom. The
bonding between Eu and X in EuX is thus mainly ionic, and the insulating character of the
EuX compounds is a result of this ionic bond. The p orbitals from the anion (X) form the
valance band and the 6s and 5d orbitals of the cation (Eu) form the conduction band. The
density of states for the four family members is roughly displayed in Fig. 2.13. Heavier anions
in the oxide column of the periodic table result in a smaller 5d band and a larger bandgap
Eg.
Il

Euü
EuS
EuSe
EuTe

a(Ä)
5.143
5.968
6.196
6.600

1

Te(K)
69
16.8
4.6
9.6

1

E 9 (eV)
1.12
1.64
1.80
2.00

1

Magnetism
Ferro
Ferro
Antiferro /Ferri (complex)
Antiferro

Table 2.1: Bulk parameters for the europium chalcogenide family. Lattice constant
a, magnetic transition temperature Te and bandgap E 9 are displayed. EuS and EuO

are ferromagnetic, EuTe is antiferromagnetic and EuSe has amore complex magnetism.
Taken from [37].
They also have the same crystal structure, the rock salt structure in which each cation
is surrounded by six anions, like in NaCl (see Fig. 2.14). All europium chalcogenides are
extremely sensitive to impurities and dopants. For example, the Curie temperature of EuS
and Euü can be increased for doping with Ca2+ or Gd 3 + ions, while Sm3+ doping decreases
Te. Doping with Gd is preferable, because Gd also has S=7 /2, leading to less spin-disorder.
The lattice constant a can be modified by the doping resulting in a different overlap of
wavefunctions which affects the magnetism. This way it is also possible to match the lattice
constant to that of another material, e.g. GaAs, so that they can be grown together in the
same structure.
EuS and EuSe are the only members of the family in which the conduction band is
exchange split. For EuS this splitting is spontaneous below Te while for EuSe the splitting is
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Figure 2.14: The EuS rocksalt structure.

induced by an external magnetic field. When no field is applied EuSe is an antiferromagnet
(and a ferrimagnet, see below) below its Neél temperature TN.
The magnetism of EuX can be efficiently described by a Heisenberg (mean field) exchange
model linking spin Si with spin Sj. An isotropic exchange interaction is present because the
6s band has a net spin. The magnetic 4f band affects this 6s band through an s-f exchange.
These s bands are then isotropically coupled by ss<J bonding. The f-f exchange between Eu 2 +
ions is negligible, due to the large lattice constant. This yields

H= -

L J(Ri,j)Si. Sj.

(2.32)

i,j

The exchange J strongly decays with distance Rand it is common to only take the interactions
between nearest neighbors Ji and that between next nearest neighbors h into account. J1 is
called the ferromagnetic exchange parameter and h the superexchange parameter. For EuS
a self-consistent calculation fitted to experimental data of specific heat measurements [37]
results in

:~
:~

= 0.228

± 0.04K

= -0.102

± 0.05K

Neutron scattering experiments are in very good agreement with these results. So for EuS
h is negative (i.e. antiferromagnetic) but small compared to J 1 , leading to ferromagnetic
behavior. For EuSe Ji/ h '"'"' 1 and a more complex magnetic behavior is expected. Indeed,
EuSe is antiferromagnetic for T < 1.8 K and 2.8 K < T < 4.6 K (=TN )6 , but it is ferrimagnetic
for 1.8 K< T <2.8 K. The exchange mechanism, responsible for the magnetism of EuS, is
indirect in all europium chalcogenides, meaning that the interaction from Eu 2 + ion to Eu 2 +
ion is via the x 2 - ions.
The splitting of the conduction band in EuS is also an exchange effect. The localized
4f band, responsible for the ferromagnetism, exchange interacts with the conduction bands
6

In the presence of a moderate applied field, EuSe even becomes ferromagnetic.
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(both 5 d and 6 s), a prototypical mean field system. Because the 5 d band edge is lowest in
energy, this determines the height of an EuS tunnel harrier, and we shall further neglect the
presence of the 6s band. Using again the Heisenberg exchange to calculate the energy of free
electrons we get
(2.33)

sz

>/<
Here er is the localized (due to 4f band) spin polarization and for this we find er =<
S >= M(T)/M(O) with S the spin of the atom and
its component parallel to the field.
This equation has the same form as Eq. (2.31). Jdf is the d-f exchange which splits the 5d
conduction band 7 . For EuS ldt=0.06 eV [37]. In optical absorption measurements we should
also be able to see the effect on the harrier height. Below Te absorption of photons will be
at higher wavelengths than above Te. This absorption is in the infrared regime. Thus the
absorption edge will shift with temperature.
It may be noted here that EuO has a larger exchange splitting of its conduction band
Jdt=0.1 eV, combined with a higher Curie temperature. The reason that EuS instead of EuO
is used as a spin filter, is that EuS is technologically preferable. EuO tends to be highly
defective and stoichiometrically unstable.

sz

2.4.4

Earlier Experiments

Already in the 1960's, tunnelling and field emission experiments on EuS were done. Esaki
et al. did internal field emission experiments on electrons tunnelling through EuS and EuSe
harriers sandwiched between Au and Al electrodes [38]. In internal field emission, a large
voltage (i.e. a large electric field) is applied over a junction, so that electrons tunnel directly
into vacuum and not into the electrode. Their temperature dependent measurements of
junction voltage V can be seen in Fig. 2.15. When cooling, the measured voltage increases
slowly, but below 16 K it suddenly drops dramatically due to the lowering of the majority
electron harrier height. The resistance decrease for EuSe is also obvious in this figure and is
enhanced by an applied field.
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Figure 2.15: Measured voltage versus temperature for field emission experiments performed on both EuS and EuSe samples. The EuSe was measured with and without
applied field (H=20 küe). Taken from [38].
7

The s-f-exchange lsf between 4f electrons and the 6s band is much smaller than the d-f exchange.
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Hao et al. have clone SPT (see section 2.2.4) experiments on Al/EuS/ Al and Au/EuS/ Al
tunnel junctions [7, 39]. They measured a spin polarization as high as 853. In some measurements the Zeeman splitting of the quasiparticle DOS was greatly enhanced by a large
internal magnetic field Bi (::::;3 T) originating from a large exchange coupling between the
quasiparticles in Al and the Eu 2 + ions. Apparently, the ordering of the EuS gives rise to
a large internal exchange field. If their EuS layer was deposited onto liquid-nitrogen-cooled
substrates this internal field was not present because of the smaller magnetic domain size.
Their experiments also showed the drop in junction resistance below Te, see Fig. 2.16. They
calculated the average harrier height <Po with a fit to Simmons' formula (Eq. (2.9)) and found
values between 1.32 eV and 1.96 eV. They found an optimal harrier thickness of 3 nm.
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Figure 2.16: RJ as function of temperature for various samples. The transition around
15 Kis clearly visible. Used samples were Au/EuS/ Al and Al/Eus/ Al. Taken from [7].

Chapter 3

Experiment al
3.1

Fabrication of magnetic tunnel junctions

In the group Physics of Nanostructures at the Eindhoven University of Technology the basic
method for growing magnetic tunnel junctions is based on the method which Moodera used
in 1995. Co/ AlOx/Co is the standard basic tunnel structure used at TU /e. The bottom
electrode is exchange biased by growing it on top of an FeMn antiferromagnetic layer. Sputtering is used as the method for growing the layers for magnetic tunnel junction. DC and RF
sputtering is done in an Ar plasma at UHV conditions (base pressure < 5 x 10- 10 mbar) at
room temperature.
Maskplate

Sample plate

Figure 3.1: The electrodes are deposited through the masks shown here in the bottom
left. By rotating the mask plate (upper left) 90 degrees after the harrier has been grown,
the cross-bar geometry shown in Fig. 3.2 is realized. The actual sample is mounted on
the sample holder (right), which is manipulated during deposition. The slits in the mask
are 100-300 µm wide.

The general procedure for growing Co/ Alüx/Co junctions is now shortly described. A
Si(OOl) substrate is first oxidized in an oxygen plasma resulting in a thin layer of Siüx. Then,
a 50 A Ta buffer layer is grown for fl.atter growth of the following layers. Next, a 70 A Co
seed layer is grown to induce the fee growth of the next layer, which is 100 A FeMn, the
30
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antiferromagnetic exchange biasing layer. After these preparations, the bottom Co electrode
is grown, with a thickness varying from 35-80 A. Then, 25 A Al is grown and plasma oxidized,
resulting in the insulating barrier AlOx, which has an amorphous and granular structure. On
top of this amorphous barrier the top electrode of 150 A Co is grown. Finally, a protective
Al layer is added at the top of this stack to protect it against oxidation. The process is
then ended by an annealing (heat treatment) process in a magnetic field at a temperature
of 200 °C for 15 to 30 minutes. This is done because the FeMn needs be heated above its
Neél-temperature TN and then cooled in a field to pin the magnetization direction of the
bottom Co electrode. It also improves the structure of the layers. Annealing should not be
done at too high temperatures for too long times, because interdiffusion will surely take place.
Shadow masks, as shown in Fig. 3.1, are used to obtain a cross-strip geometry, meaning
that the two electrodes are configured perpendicular to each other, separated by the AlOx barrier. One sample contains six tunneljunctions withjunction areas of 0.3x0.3 to 0.5x0.5 mm 2 .
The shadow masks are placed inside a mask plate, which can be oriented in a few directions
with respect to the fixed sample holder.

Figure 3.2: A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) picture of a tunnel junction. The
junction is located at the crossing of the two electrodes. Current and voltage are connected in a four-point method.

The final result is a sample which contains six identical magnetic tunnel junctions. A closeup picture of one tunnel junction is shown in Fig. 3.2, together with the way voltage V and
current I are connected in magnetoresistance and I - V measurements. I - V measurements
shall be discussed in more detail in the next section.

3.2

1-V measurements

Transport measurements, which provide us with I - V, dl /dV(V) and d2 I /dV 2 (V) characteristics, can be done relatively easily using loek-in methods. Loek-in methods are used, because
they are more accurate than simply calculating dl/ dV (the slope) and d 2 I / dV 2 from an I - V
measurement. The method used is as follows: A DC current is ramped from - Im to +Im and
a small (compared to Im) AC current with frequency w is superimposed on the increasing DC
current:
J(t) =!De+ IAc sin(wt),

(3.1)

This current through the junction causes a voltage V over the junction with resistance R:
(3.2)
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Because the AC part of the voltage is small compared to its DC part we can expand Eq. (3.2)
into a Taylor series. Using a goniometrie identity 1 this yields
(3.3)
With a loek-in amplifier we can select the part with frequency w and obtain the conductance G. With a second loek-in the part with frequency 2w can be filtered out, only this
needs a phase offset of 90 degrees because of the eosine dependence. The excitation voltage
VAc has to be smaller than or of the same magnitude as the thermal energy, because then
only thermal smearing limits the resolution in the G(V) spectrum. The mean thermal energy
is typically ~kBT, with kB Boltzmann's constant and T the temperature. Using

kB=864µV
.K

(3.4)

we find that at T= 10 K the excitation voltage VAc should be about 800 µV. It should not be
too small however, because we want a high enough signal to minimize noise. Noise, however,
is not the only problem which occurs in the measurements on MT Js, as we will show in the
next section.

3.3

Resistance Measurements

When we want to measure the junction resistance R1 we face some difficulties. Problems
occur if R1 is either very low or very high.
If we would use a two-point method for measuring R1, this would not be correct for low
resistances. The wires and electrodes also have a resistance, and this will be superimposed
on R 1 in such a measurement. If R1 is of the same order of magnitude as the combined wire
and electrode resistance RwE, this results in a misinterpreted measurement, the measured
R 1 is not the real R 1 . Normally RwE is between 50 n and 100 n, but a normal junction
resistance for a Co/ AlOx/Co junction is about 50-200 n. Therefore, the two-point method
is not suited for measuring R1. A four-point method is much more accurate for resistance
measurements on tunnel junctions. In a four-point measurement the current is sent through
two leads and the voltage is measured at two other leads 2 , see also Fig. 3.2. Now only the
junction resistance will be measured.
But even in a 4-point measurement, the tunnel resistance R1 should be at least about
100 n to avoid a measuring geometry artifact. This is called the current distribution problem,
according to Van de Veerdonk et al. [40]. Current distribution effects occur when R1 ::; RE,
with RE the electrode resistance. When this is the case, one measures an incorrect voltage
and the measured R1 will be smaller than expected, and can even become negative. Now the
tunnel current is being distributed over the junction area in an inhomogeneous manner. This
results in an in-plane voltage drop in the junction area. The tunnel current always takes the
shortest path, i.e. the lowest resistance, causing the measured resistance to be smaller than
the actual resistance, because in a 4-point measurement the voltage is measured at the two
sides opposite to the current leads. This can lead to a completely wrong interpretation of
1
2

sin 2 (t)

=i-

icos(2t)

Note that in the TU /e magnetoresistance setup the current is controlled by the measurement system and
that the voltage is the measured quantity.
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the measured TMR, because TMR"" l::!,.R1 / R1. Very large TMR values had been reported
in literature, before people found out that these results were entirely due to the current
distribution artifact.

Figure 3.3: Four-point measurement of RJ. The tunnel junction is represented by a
resistance R and a capacitance C.

A too high R1 also causes lots of problems. Very high junction resistances, typically
1 GO occur when the effective barrier height </> is large or if the barrier is thick. A very large

R1 is not good for the following reasons: First of all, a measured DC voltage will not be
correct, because the impedance of the used voltmeter is typically 1 GO. Now some current
will flow through the voltmeter, causing the voltage over the junction to drop. Secondly, a
low voltage is preferable, because of the sharp TMR(V) dependence and because of the risk
of destroying the MTJ when too high a voltage is applied. Finally, charging effects occur
in high resistance junctions. The junction capacitance C now becomes important, parallel
with the resistance R, see Fig. 3.3. The related time-constant T = RC is high, resulting in
long charging times, even many minutes. Furthermore, the capacitance shunts AC currents,
destroying the reliability of AC measurements.

Chapter 4

Crystal structure and magnetic
tunnelling
4.1

Motivation behind the experiments

If we could understand the influence of the density of states on tunnelling, we might be able
to alter this DOS to our advantage. One of these advantages could be to engineer a MT J in
such a way that its optimal TMR lies at a non-zero bias voltage, leading to a signal-to-noise
ratio improvement because the working voltage is higher.
Co balt is known to exist mainly in two crystalline phases: face centered cubic (fee) and
hexagonal close packed ( hcp). These two phases of Co have a different DOS for both spin
directions (see Appendix A for DOS and band diagrams). A different DOS could mean a
different spin polarization at the interface or anywhere else, and maybe also different transport
characteristics.
No experimental evidence has yet been given that the crystal phase of the electrodes has
anything to do with (magneto) transport properties of magnetic tunnel junctions. In this
chapter, strong evidence will be given, that this is the case. Transport measurements have
been done on Co/ AlOx/Co MTJs with different crystalline bottom electrodes. To investigate
the crystal phase of these electrodes, their structure was measured with 59 Co nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR). Calculations based on a ballistic tunnelling model by Davis [29] are also
included that solidify our thoughts behind the measurements.

4.2
4.2.1

Transport measurements
Magnetoresistance

Two different types of Co/ AlOx/Co junctions were separately grown: (1) junctions with the
bottom Co electrode on an fee FeMn-based buffer and (2) junctions with bottom Co electrode
on a Ta-based buffer.
1. Si/SiOx/Ta 50Á/Co 70Á/FeMn lOOÁ/Co 35-50-SOÁ/ AlOx 25Á/Co 150Á/ Al 30Á (FeMnbased)
2. Si/SiOx/Ta 50Á/Co lOOÁ/ AlOx 25Á/Co 150Á/Co0 /Al 30Á (Ta-based)
34
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The FeMn-based junctions are the standard junctions, as explained in chapter 3. For the
second type of junction, the antiferromagnetic CoO has to be used as an exchange biasing
layer, because we cannot easily use FeMn. CoO is easiest to realize on top of the top electrode,
because of the possibility of plasma oxidation of Co. We choose these two types of junctions,
because it is likely that the bottom Co will have a different crystal phase/structure for each
type. FeMn-based junctions may have an fee bottom Co electrode, because the fee growth may
be induced by the FeMn onto the Co. The sputtered Ta layer does not have a clearly defined
crystal phase, so probably neither does the Co electrode in Ta-based junctions. These two
types of junctions are the same, the only difference is the template the bottom Co electrode
is grown on.
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Figure 4.1: Typical TMR for FeMn-based and Ta-based MTJs at 10 K.

A first investigation in the differences between these two types of junction, would be
a measurement of the TMR, as Yuasa et al. did [31] (see section 2.3.3). Fig. 4.1 shows
typical TMR measurements at 10 K for the two types of junctions. The TMR is largest for
FeMn-based MTJs: 28 to 353 at 10 K compared to 20 to 263 for Ta-based MTJs. This is
not that strange because it is easier to exchange bias the flatter bottom electrode than the
rougher top electrode. The CoO exchange biasing was destroyed when a magnetic field higher
than ,..__,500 G was applied during the magnetoresistance measurements, and that is why the
maximal field in Fig. 4.1 is 0.05 T=500 G. It is not yet possible to ascribe the TMR difference
entirely to the difference in bottom electrode, because we are dealing with a variety of factors
w hich can affect TMR, and electrode crystal phase is only one of those.
A next step is an investigation of the temperature dependence of the TMR. For the two
types of junctions the temperature dependence of the TMR has been measured up to 150 K, as
shown in Fig. 4.2, because the Ta-based MTJs are exchange biased up to about 180K, corresponding roughly to the Neél temperature of a thin film of CoO. The temperature dependence
of TMR has been measured by measuring the junction resistances in the parallel Rp and antiparallel Rap states as function of temperature, and then calculating (Rap - Rp)/ Rp=TMR.
As can be seen in this figure, for an FeMn-based junction, which is the one with the highest
TMR, the normalized TMR drops more rapidly than for a Ta-based junction. Certainly, it
is already clear that there is a difference between the two types of junction. It still remains
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Figure 4.2: Tunnel magneto resistance ratio (TMR) normalized at T=5 K.

uncertain, whether this is due to a different exchange biasing or due to the different template
(FeMn or Ta) of the bottom electrode. Therefore, another method of finding a difference in
transport characteristics must be found. A measurement of the conductance spectrum is a
good alternative, as we shall discuss next.

4.2.2

Conductance

The next step is a measurement of the conductance spectrum G(V) to find a difference
between the two types of junctions. This spectrum has been measured for the two types
of MTJs using the AC loek-in technique described in chapter 3 with a loek-in frequency of
typically 983 Hz. The results are shown in Fig. 4.3. The thickness of the FeMn-based bottom
Co was 80 A. Only the parallel conductance Gp has been plotted.
Clearly, having a Ta-based Co bottom electrode leads to an almost symmetrie conductance
spectrum, while an FeMn-based bottom Co electrode leads to asymmetry in the spectrum: a
dip appears at -250 m V, where electrons tunnel from bottom to top, and a shoulder appears
at +250 m V, w here electrons tunnel from top to bottom. The asymmetry is also present in
the antiparallel alignment, only it is not so strong as in the parallel alignment, a clue that
the asymmetry has something to do with the density of states. Because the conductance
spectra of FeMn-based MTJs have both a dip and a shoulder, this would confirm Jullière's
assumption that we are dealing with a product of the left DOS and the right DOS. The
asymmetry in FeMn-based MTJs cannot be explained by any elastic or inelastic tunnelling
mechanism. A very likely candidate that is responsible for this asymmetry is thus the crystal
phase of the electrode. This crystal phase has to determine the (spin-split) DOS. The shape
of the symmetrie conductance spectrum is independent of the electrode alignment: parallel
or antiparallel. Also note the parabolic free electron-like conductance for high voltage and
the linear conductance for low voltages, originating from inelastic scattering by magnons (see
section 2.3.2). Since the only difference between the two types of junctions is the bottom
electrode, the presence of asymmetry should have something to do with this Co electrode. It
is now very likely the template infl.uences the bottom electrode and thus the tunnelling.
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Figure 4.3: Parallel tunnel conductance Gp(V) measured for two types of MTJs at
T=5 K and normalized by Gp(O). An FeMn-based Co electrode leads toa strong asymmetry in G(V) while a Ta-based electrode leads to asymmetrie G(V). For V < 0 the
tunnel current J is directed from bottom to top and vice versa.

We shall now continue with an investigation of the conductance as a function of the
thickness of the bottom electrode. In Fig. 4.4 the conductance spectra of MT Js with FeMnbased bottom electrodes with three different Co thicknesses (35-50-80 Á) are compared to
that of a Ta-based MTJ. From this figure, it is obvious that for FeMn-based MTJs, 35 A Co
does not yield the strong dip around -250 m V as do the 50 A and 80 A layers. The 35 A
conductance spectrum is somewhere between the 80 A and the Ta-based one. The influence
of electrode thickness will further be discussed in the next section.
It has been known for a long time that annealing (heat treatment) of a thin film (or anything else) can change its properties. For example, (inter)diffusion rates are higher at elevated
temperatures, causing a different atomie structure in a material. Annealing a nanolayer can
also improve its crystal structure, because the number of stacking faults and other lattice
imperfections tends to diminish upon annealing. If the structure changes, the interfacial DOS
should change too. Maybe it is possible to influence the interfacial DOS by annealing. Also,
annealing might provide us with insight into the process of structuring the interface. The
previous transport measurements were all done on annealed FeMn-based junctions.
(Unannealed) FeMn-based MTJs were annealed in a magnetic field (typically 500 G and
applied parallel to the bottom electrode) at various temperatures as can be seen in Fig. 4.5.
Before and after annealing the parallel conductance spectrum was measured at T=lü K. It
is clear that before annealing the conductance spectrum of an FeMn-based junction strongly
resembles that of a Ta-based junction with no signs of asymmetry. When the same FeMnbased junction is annealed at 185 °C for 15 minutes, its spectrum starts to become asymmetrie
with a shoulder appearing around -250 m V. When the same junction is again annealed but,
this time at 200 °C for 30 minutes, its spectrum is completely asymmetrie, including the
dip around -250 m V. So apparently the asymmetry is "turned on" by annealing. Assuming
that the structure of the Co electrode is responsible for the conductance spectrum, annealing
somehow alters this structure. Ta-based MTJs show no influence of annealing.
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Figure 4.4: Conductance spectra for three different FeMn-based MTJs compared to a
Ta-based MTJ. All measured at 5 K in the parallel state.
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Earlier experiments with Cu dusting of Co/AlOx/Co MTJs may confirm that the only
thing responsible for an asymmetrie conductance is the crystal phase induced Co DOS. These
dusting experiments by LeClair et al. [5] were performed on FeMn-based MT Js which were
dusted at the bottom and at the top harrier interface, see Fig. 4.6 for bottom Cu dusting.
When this FeMn-based electrode is dusted with Cu, this leads to a symmetrie conductance
spectrum, while before dusting it was still asymmetrie. Dusting of the top harrier does not
alter the shape of the spectrum.
Until sofar, transport measurements have provided us with the following information:
1. FeMn-based Co/ AlOx/Co junctions have a strongly asymmetrie conductance spectrum,
while for Ta-based junctions the spectrum is symmetrie.
2. The asymmetry in FeMn-based junctions depends on the thickness of the bottom Co
electrode.
3. This asymmetry is "turned on" after the junction has been annealed.
In the next section nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) will
be used as tools for investigating the actual crystalline structure of the Co electrodes.

4.3

NMR and XRD

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a technique for measuring the distribution of hyperfine
fields at the cobalt nuclei as explained in Appendix B. Using 59 Co NMR we can distinguish Co
atoms in various structural environments like fee and hep. The relative amounts of each Co
phase can also be found with NMR. It is a very sensitive technique for measuring ultra-thin
magnetic structures. For our NMR studies three different types of samples were grown:
1. Si/SiOx/ AlOx 25Á/Co 80Á/ Al, resembling the top Co electrode in a MTJ of either
type.
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2. Si/SiOx/Ta 50Á/Co 35-50-SOÁ/ AlOx 25Á, resembling a Ta-based bottom Co electrode.
3. Si/SiOx/Ta 50Á/Cu 70Á/FeMn lOOÁ/Co 35-50-SOÁ/ AlOx 25Á, resembling an FeMnbased bottom Co electrode.
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Figure 4. 7: NMR spectra taken at 1.5 Kin zero applied field for (a) Ah0 3 /Co 80Á/ Al
and Ta/Co 50Á/Al structures and (b) FeMn-based bottom Co electrodes with varying
thickness. The vertical arrows indicate the resonance frequencies of fee-Co and hep Co
(Il and .l). Stacking faults (SF) occur between 220 and 228 MHz. By H.Wieldraaijer.

The NMR spectra of all these samples have been measured, as shown in Fig. 4.7. In
this figure, vertical lines indicate the resonance frequencies for bulk Co. The hcp phase has
two resonance frequencies dependent on the alignment of the magnetization, parallel (Il) or
perpendicular (.l) to the c-axis of the hcp phase. As can be seen in Fig. 4.7(a), the spectra
of Ta-based and AlOx-based Co mainly consist of hcp Co combined with stacking faults.
A small fee peak is also visible. This indicates that Co grown on Ta or on AlOx has a
polycrystalline-hcp crystal structure, mixed with fec. Poly-crystalline means that is consists
of multiple phases (poly-phase) with multiple directions (poly-directional), and this shall
further be abbreviated as poly-hcp. Note that this does not mean that it is pure hcp, hut it is
a mixture of fee and hcp in various directions, with a lot of stacking faults. For the Ta-based
structures the shape of the NMR spectrum was independent of Co layer thickness, so only
the 50 A spectrum has been plotted. For the FeMn-based Co, Cu was used as a seed layer for
FeMn, because we want to measure only the Co on top of FeMn, so there should be no Co
below. These results are displayed in Fig. 4.7(b) for three thicknesses, 35-50-80 A. From this
figure and from the thickness-dependent conductance spectra in Fig. 4.4 it is now clear that
Co grown on fee FeMn begins its growth with a large number of stacking faults. When this
layer becomes thicker it becomes more fcc-like with relatively fewer stacking-faults. Thus, at
the interface with Al2Ü3, the Co will probably be mainly fec. This may have something to
do with an initial lattice mismatch in the first grown electrode layers, followed by relaxation
in the next layers via stacking faults.
NMR measurements <lid now show any differences between annealed and unannealed samples.
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Figure 4.8: XRD measurement of a Si/SiOx/Ta 50Á/Cu 70Á/FeMn lOOÁ/Co
50Á/ AlOx 25Á sample.

NMR can only provide us with information of the crystal phase, but not of the crystalline
direction. That is why also XRD measurements have to be done. Since the Ta-based junctions are polycrystalline, only the FeMn-based junctions are likely to yield clear peaks with
XRD. This has been done fora 50 A Co FeMn-based bottom electrode. The result is shown in
Fig. 4.8. At 43.11° a peak is present from ')'-FeMn (111), which is FeMn in its antiferromagnetic phase. The other peak, at 44.2°, is a Co peak. This can be due to two different types
of cobalt: fee (111) and hep (0001), because these peaks almost coincide. We have already
proven that FeMn-based Co is fee, so it must be the Jee (111) Co peak. No other Co peaks
appear in this region of the XRD spectrum. Combining this with the NMR measurements
we find that FeMn-based Co is fee (111) textured.

4.4

Calculations of the DOS

Already in section 2.3.3 it was stressed that electrons which are responsible for tunnelling
through harriers like AlOx are s-hybridized, and the s-DOS is essentially different from the
total DOS. For fee Co the total and the s-DOS have been calculated by Davis et al. [29]
using the so-called layer-KKR method [41]. These DOS are both shown in Appendix A. The
calculations show that the s-DOS for spin-up electrons is peaked at about 400 meV above and
below EF. A peaked DOS means that these states are highly localized so that these states
contribute less to the total tunnelling current. This localization comes from s-d hybridization
of overlapping s and d bands. At the edges of the s-d overlap region the electrons are most
localized and the DOS is peaked. When electrons are tunnelling to or from these states this
implies a lowering of the tunnel conductance. Remember that the conductance is a product
of the partieipating DOS of the two electrodes. These participating DOS are from itinerant,
non-localized states.
When a negative bias is applied to our tunnel junctions with an FeMn-based bottom
electrode, then electrons are tunnelling from occupied states in this fee electrode to unoccupied
states in the poly-hep top electrode and we are looking at the fee s-hybridized states below
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Figure 4.9: Schematic picture of relevant (grey) DOS in FeMn-based MTJs at 0 V (left)
and at -0.4 V (right).

Ep. This has been illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.9. Since the dip appears around -250 m V
this is about the location of the localized fee states and tunnelling from these states reduces
the tunnel conductance. The same argument is valid for positive bias. Now electrons tunnel
from the top electrode to the bottom fee electrode meaning that we are looking at unoccupied
fee states above Ep which are also peaked around +400 m V. The reasons that we see features
in the G(V) spectrum at ±250 mV, not at ±400 mV are that in the spectrum the features
are shifted due to the parabolic background conductance and because of a convolution with
tunnelling probability T, which is higher near Ep.
fee Co
...• "." •• spin down
---"spinup

- - - ScV

1'-.
1
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\ ··".......

" ~:::-_::}
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w
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Figure 4.10: Part of the band diagram of fee Co for both spin directions (schematic).
The (111) direction is from r to K.

The conductance is not as strongly suppressed for positive bias as for negative bias, because
we only see a shoulder and not a clear dip. The answer to this can be found in the band
diagram of fee Co. The section of importance in this band diagram is shown schematically
in Fig. 4.10. Remember that we found the bottom fee electrodes to be (111) textured. Just
above Ep there is a minority band which is not localized, so electrons tunnelling to or from
this more itinerant band have a higher tunnelling probability. At positive bias voltages this
bands "turns on" (the (111) direction is from the r to the K point) This band compensates
for the tendency of G(V) to dip, resulting in only a shoulder in the conductance spectrum.
This band is not present below Ep, so here the dip can fully develop. This minority band
causes the TMR to decrease with voltage but the conductance is increased.
Contributions from magnons and phonons also appear in conductance spectrum (see sec-
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a clear dip around 250 m V.

tion 2.3.2), so they could obscure the DOS effects here. But luckily these inelastic excitations
are in first order approximately symmetrie with respect to applied bias. So a plot of the
odd part of the dynamic conductance 6..G /Ga reveals conductance effects related only to the
electronic structure i.e. the DOS. The odd part is 6..G /Ga (+V) - 6..G /Ga (- V). This has
been plotted for an FeMn-based MT J in Fig. 4.11. The odd part of the dynamic conductance
of a Ta-based MTJ is also plotted in this graph.
For FeMn-based MT J s the odd part of 6..G /Ga first increases and then quickly dips with a
minimum around 250 mV, increasing again above this voltage. For Ta-based junctions this
is certainly not the case. Here 6..G /Ga is almost constant with voltage.
6..G /Ga can also be calculated using a ballistic tunnelling model for calculating tunnelling
conductances by Davis et al. [21, 42]. In these calculations both the minority and majority
s-like DOS are implemented. The aforementioned minority band just above Ep is taken into
account in the calculations. These calculations for the odd part of 6..G /Ga are shown in Fig.
4.12. As is clear from the figure, this minority band must start just above Ep for the odd
part of 6..G/Ga first to increase with voltage, as found experimentally.
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4.5

Conclusions and Suggestions

In conclusion, for the first time it has been shown both experimentally and theoretically that
magneto-transport properties are strongly related to the physical structure and especially to
the crystal phase of the electrodes in a magnetic tunnel junction. Because the electronic
density of states and band diagrams are essentially different for fee and hep cobalt electrodes,
the tunnel conductance G(V) is asymmetrie with respect to applied bias voltage when two
electrodes with different crystal phases are grown in one and the same MT J. The bottom
electrode can be forced to grow mainly textured fee(lll) if it is grown on top of an FeMn
buffer layer. When Co is grown on amorphous Ab03 or on a Ta-buffer, its structure will be
poly-directional and poly-phase, consisting mainly of hep-Co with many stacking-faults.
The effect of annealing certainly needs further attention. Annealing does not alter the
structure of the bottom electrode according to NMR measurements on fee Co before and after
anneal. Annealing only alters the conductance of FeMn-based junctions, Ta-based junctions
do not change upon annealing. Maybe this has something to do with diffusion of oxygen
from the top 0-bound Co layers into the Alüx, as stated by Seve et al. [43]. At elevated
temperatures oxygen may be redistributed from areas with a high concentration to areas with
a low concentration according to [44] and [45]. It could be so that after annealing less oxygen
is present at the bottom harrier interface and thus more aluminum. This aluminum might
migrate a bit into the fee Co and stabilize its structure. Metallic aluminum also has the
fee crystal phase and therefore this argument would not seem unlikely, although Al has the
wrong lattice constant. Interdiffusion of manganese (Mn) atoms from FeMn into Co could
also be held responsible for the asymmetry in FeMn-based MTJs. Cardoso et al. [46] show
that diffusion lengths of Mn are large, but they also conclude that Mn diffusion comes into
play only above 300 °C, a temperature our MT Js have never been exposed to. Diffusion of
Mn is thus not a very likely candidate for explaining asymmetry in MTJs.
Other possibilities for an asymmetrie tunnel conductance still exist however. Interfacial
roughness may play a role in the conductance. If, for example, the top harrier interface is
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rougher than the bottom interface (as is true because of the rough AlOx), electrons with
different k-vectors will tunnel from this electrode. A different k-vector means that we are
looking in a different direction in the band diagram. If a range of k-vectors is involved, this
implies that the band diagram is smeared out and thus we are dealing with a different DOS
for both electrodes that could lead to an asymmetrie tunnel conductance spectrum. Here this
mechanism is not responsible for the observed asymmetry. For our MTJs, the top barrier
interface is always rougher than the bottom, meaning that the asymmetry should also be
present with Ta-based MT Js. This is clearly not the case.
What about the oxidation process? Does this have any influence on the conductance
spectrum? If the barrier has been under- or overoxidized the bottom electrode is no langer
terminated by AlOx but by Al or CoO [47]. Al or CoO instead of AlOx at the interface could
lead to a different local DOS. The effects of oxidation have been checked by measuring the
tunnel conductance of a MT J with a barrier that was overoxidized on purpose by applying
a too long oxidation time. An asymmetrie conductance spectrum was the result. It is very
difficult to measure underoxidized MTJs, because the tunnel resistance depends exponentially
on the thickness of the AlOx. A low barrier thickness, normal for an underoxidized barrier,
results in low resistance junctions which are difficult to measure at high biases. Up to 30 m V
bias the conductance could be measured yielding an asymmetrie appearing G(V), before the
junction was destroyed because of the high current. Furthermore, in-situ x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) studies [48, 49] have already proven that our method of plasma oxidation
of Al on top of Co does not result in overoxidation nor underoxidation. Combining these data,
under- or overoxidation can thus not be considered as serious candidates for the asymmetrie
conductance spectrum.

Final remark
A recent article by Jansen and Moodera [50] already hinted that the crystal phase of the electrodes might determine the shape of the tunnel conductance spectrum. In their work they
describe dusting experiments with Co/ AlOx/Co MTJs. As dusting material they chose ferromagnetic layers instead of non-magnetic layers, as are common in dusting experiments. They
use the following junction stack: Si/SiOx/Co 80Á/ AlOx 16Á/Co 120Á/Co0. CoO is their
exchange biasing antiferromagnetic layer. This type of MT J has a symmetrie conductance
spectrum with no dips or shoulders around ±250 m V, most likely because both electrodes
have been grown on an amorphous layer and therefore do not have a well-defined crystal
structure. When dusting the barrier with nickel on top this leads to a significant change
in the conductance spectrum: the spectrum becomes asymmetrie (see figure 4.13) and this
asymmetry resembles that of our MTJs 1 . A dip around +250 mV appears which is deeper
for thicker dusting layers. For 10 A Ni the conductance around +250 m V is even lower than
at zero bias. Also, the TMR decreases, because nickel has a smaller spin polarization than
cobalt. Nickel has an fee crystal structure even if it has been grown on amorphous AlOx.
Nickel also tends to texture (111), because this yields the lowest energy of this system with
dense packed planes.

1

Their dip is at positive bias, so electrons tunnelling from nickel are responsible.
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Chapter 5

Spin filtering with EuS
5 .1

Introd uction

The ideas and possibilities behind spin filtering with EuS have already been described in
section 2.3. Here our first data will be reported. Various methods to measure EuS samples
have been used. A SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference Device) has been used as
a magnetometer for measuring the magnetization as a function of temperature or magnetic
field. Magneto-transport measurements on tunnel junctions with EuS as a barrier have been
dorre with our magneto-transport set-up. With this set-up (tunnel) resistance can be measured
as function of applied magnetic field or temperature. Also, I-V curves can be measured, and
by using loek-in methods, the conductance G can be found.
EuS has been RF magnetron sputtered at 20 Watts. RF sputtering was used, because
insulators and semiconductors cannot be DC sputtered.

5.2

Magnetization measurements

Using our SQUID, magnetization measurements have been dorre on EuS layers with varying
thicknesses. One of these data sets, of a 100 A thick EuS layer grown at 300 °C on a
GaAs(lOO) substrate, is shown in Fig. 5.1. In the left part of this figure the magnetization
versus temperature of this sample measured in a 50 Oe magnetic field can be seen. Clearly,
the Curie temperature of EuS can be observed around 16 K. The magnetization is not zero
above Te due to the external field, which always induces some magnetization. In the right
part of this figure the magnetic hysteresis loop M(H) measured at 5 K, showing that we are
indeed dealing with a ferromagnetic material.
So-called Arrott plots are a method for finding the Curie temperature of a ferromagnetic
material. This method is based on a Taylor-expansion of the Brillouin function, whose argument is small in the vicinity of the Curie temperature [51]. First, hysteresis loops have to be
measured at different temperatures. Next, for each temperature M 2 is plotted against H/M.
This yields a straight line for high H / M values, when domain alignment is complete. This
line intersects the vertical axis. If T > Te this intercept is at a negative value. If T < Te this
intercept is positive. An intersection at exactly zero means that this temperature is the Curie
temperature and that ferromagnetism just starts to evolve below this temperature. This has
been dorre fora GaAs(lOO)/EuS 100 A sample shown in Fig. 5.2. From this figure the Curie
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temperature is 16.8 K, in excellent agreement with previous experiments 1 .
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Figure 5.1: SQUID measurements of a GaAs(lOO)/EuS 100 A sample in a 50 Oe field.
Left the temperature dependent magnetization M(T). Right the magnetic hysteresis loop
M(H) at 5 K. By K.Ha.
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Figure 5.2: Arrott plots fora GaAs(lOO)/EuS 100
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The Curie temperature is thickness-dependent. Generally, in thin films it is lower than in bulk material.
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Demonstrating spin filtering
Resistance versus temperature

The most easily measurable manifestation of spin filtering is the drop in junction resistance
below Te. This has first been observed in a Si/Siüx/ Al lOOÁ/EuS 50Á/Gd 50Á/ Al junction.
In this structure, EuS was grown at 300 °C. The Al electrode was chosen because both
Moodera et al. [39] and Esaki et al. [38] successfully used Al in combination with EuS. The
Gd electrode was chosen because Gd has the same spin (S=7 /2) as Eu, and because diffusion
of Gd into EuS is not likely to destabilize its structure.
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Figure 5.3: Temperature-dependent junction resistance normalized at 40 K, measured
for an Al/EuS/Gd junction with variable magnetic fields applied. B=0.023 T (circles),
B=0.5 T (triangles), B=0.8 T (squares). Calculations based on the M(T) dependence
from Fig. 5.1 are also included.

In Fig. 5.3 these temperature-dependent resistance measurements can be observed as function of applied magnetic field B. In this figure, the junction resistance has been normalized
at 40 K. Clearly, the transition is magnetic in origin, because it is affected by a magnetic
field. The B=0.023 T field is the remanent field from the magnet coils. This remanent field,
probably together with the remanent field from the Gd, induces a magnetization in the EuS
above its Curie temperature, that is why the resistance drops already above Te. Higher
applied fields shift the transition to higher temperatures, as with the M(T) curves.

5.3.2

Conductance measurement

To prove that it is really tunnelling we are looking at, the conductance G has been measured
for a similar Al/EuS/Gd junction at 5 K, where the EuS is in its ferromagnetic state. The
result is shown in Fig. 5.4.
Again, at low bias voltage the magnetic contributions to the conductance [22] are visible
and at high bias the parabolic, free-electron conductance is recovered. A fit with Simmons'
formula gives an average barrier height of <Po : : : : 0.5 eV. The expected value of <Po is much
higher, approximately 1.5 eV. This is most likely the result of the ill-defined crystal structure
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Figure 5.4: Conductance-voltage for an Al/EuS/Gd junction showing characteristic tunnelling behavior. Measured at 5 K.

of the barrier, which is probably defective. When the barrier is defective, this should appear
also in a measurement of junction resistance versus temperature, as we will show in section
5.4.

5.3.3

Finding the exchange splitting

It is possible to find the exchange splitting of the conduction band b..Eex by calculating the
temperature-dependence of the junction resistance for a range of b..Eex and then comparing
that to the measured R(T). Using Eq. (2.31) for the splitting of the conduction band below
the magnetic transition, R(T) can be calculated when the average barrier height c/Jo and O'(T)
are known. c/Jo has been calculated from a Simmons fit (see above, average 0.5 eV) and
<J'(T) = M(T)/M(O) is known because the M(T) dependence is known, see Fig. 5.1. Because
R rv exp (dV<{>), we can calculate the relative resistance change, which is only dependent on
barrier height cp by

R(R(T)
40K)

rv

(v

1 b..EexO'(T) ) ~ 1.
expc/Jo - 2

Here the resistance has been normalized at 40 K. Furthermore, it has been assumed that the
tunnel current is completely spin-polarized, because we are only considering the lowest barrier
height here. In Fig. 5.3 these calculated R(T) curves are shown for two different b..Eex values,
0.32 and 0.36 eV. Because M(T) was measured with a 50 Oe field applied and the lowest field
of our R(T) measurements was 230 Oe, this means we have to look at calculated b..Eex values
which yield R(T)/ R(40K) curves just above the 230 Oe curve. When we compare the actual
R(T) to the calculated R(T), we see that the actual b..Eex lies somewhere between 0.32 and
0.36 eV, in agreement with previous experiments (0.36 eV).
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Defect-assisted tunnelling

When the junction resistance is measured not only around the magnetic transition, but also
up to room temperature, another aspect of these junctions becomes visible, as shown in Fig.
5.5.
In Fig. 5.5 it is shown that, when the temperature decreases from 300 K to 5 K, around
130 K the junction resistance suddenly sharply increases from a few kO to hundreds of MO
and decreases about 20% at 20 K due to spin filtering. This giant resistance increase can be
attributed to defect-assisted tunnelling above some critical temperature, here about 180 K,
where Ris almost constant and tunnelling is assumed completely defect-assisted. This defectassisted tunnelling is activated at rv60 K as T goes up. Above this temperature, electrons can
tunnel via localized defect states inside the barrier, thus lowering junction resistance. Also,
a high temperature means a large Fermi-smearing around the Fermi-level, making it easier
for hot electrons to reach the defect-states inside the barrier. Of course, the defect with the
lowest energy will determine the barrier height. Below 180 K these defects get "frozen out"
and the barrier height is suddenly increased to its original value. It may be assumed that the
resistance depends exponentially on the defect energy Ed by R""' exp(Ed/k3T) [52]. When
the natural logarithm of the resistance is plotted versus the reciprocal temperature y- 1 , a
straight line results for high temperature values (so for low r- 1 ), as shown in Fig. 5.6(a) and
(b). A linear fit can provide us with the activation energy Ed of the defects, measured from
the Fermi-level.
Ed

1

ln(R) rv - · kB T

From our R(T)-plot Ed=0.10 eV is found. This is a reasonable value when comparing it to
e.g. vacancy levels in silicon2 , typically 0.1-0.2 eV [53]. Normally, defects can be vacancies,
impurities or interstitial atoms. According to Mauger and Godart [37], defects in Eu-rich
EuS are largely due to S vacancies, while in S-rich EuS they are due to to the formation of
Eu vacancies. X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements have shown that in
our EuS a significant amount of Eu3+ ions is present, so that we are probably dealing with
Eu-rich EuS. Also, S atoms are more volatile, so that they are easily "lost" during deposition.
Maybe impurities grown in the EuS during sputtering are another cause for defects in the
barrier.

2

In semiconductor materials dopant levels !ie between valence band and conduction band.
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Having EuS as the barrier apparently results in a huge junction resistance at low temperatures, typically 1 Gn. This is not beneficial, for reasons discussed in chapter 3. During the
measurements, the voltage over the junction could not be brought lower than typically one
volt. At this voltage we are at the edge of the tunnelling regime, because the barrier is then
tilted by an energy eV. The edge of the tunnelling regime here also means the edge of the
filtering regime. Another complication is that the defects in the barrier are easily accessible
at higher voltage.
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A new magnetoresistance effect

Spin filtering is thus possible with Al/EuS/Gd tunnel junctions. Because there are two
magnetic layers in such a junction, EuS and Gd, there may also be a magnetoresistance
present in these junctions.
(a)

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

B(T)

Figure 5.7: Magnetoresistance measurements for an Al/EuS/Gd junction. (a) At 30 K
we see only a field-induced resistance change ~R/ Rp, but at 7 K this change is already
603. (b) At 2 K ~R/Rp is largest: 1033.

Magnetoresistance measurements are shown in Fig. 5.7. In Fig. 5.7(a) the relative change
in resistance (!:l.R/ Rp) as function of magnetic field Bis shown at 30 K and 7 K, and in (b)
at 2 K. At 30 K little magnetoresistance can be observed and this can probably be attributed
entirely to field-induced magnetization in EuS. This is the magnetization induced by the
external magnetic field (paramagnetism). At 7 K already a 60% change is observed, which
is entirely due to the spin filtering taking place. The largest effect is seen at 2 K, but here
the magnetic switching is extremely non-uniform, because there is no completely antiparallel
state. The spin filtering is strongest at lowest temperatures, because the exchange splitting
!:l.Eex is temperature dependent (Eq. (2.31)) and is highest at low temperatures.
The magnetic switching of the Gd and EuS layers can, however, be completely independent
as Fig. 5.8 shows. This is a SQUID measurement at 5 K of a EuS-Gd bilayer deposited on
GaAs. Remember that the coercivity He of EuS was about 25 G at 5 K, see Fig. 5.l(b).
The EuS switches first at low field (He <100 G), then the Gd switches at high fields and
apparently there is no magnetic coupling between the two magnetic layers here. So the EuS
and Gd layers can be aligned parallel and antiparallel dependent on applied field.
The observed magnetoresistance can be explained by making use of figure 5.9 3 . Here we
can see what happens to electrons tunnelling from the left metallic (M) electrode to the right
ferromagnetic (FM) electrode through the EuS spin filtering barrier. According to Giaever's
model the current density is proportional to the product of the density of states at EF in the
left and right electrode. In the M electrode pis spin-independent. The EuS barrier can be seen
as a "polarizer", because it is polarizing the electron current. The FM electrode (Gd) may
be represented accordingly by an "analyzer". This is so because of the independent switching
3

Both density of states and the harrier thickness are here displayed horizontally, which is in essence wrong,
but this is probably the easiest way to depict what is going on.
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Figure 5.8: SQUID measurement at 5 Kof a magnetic hysteresis loop of a EuS 50Á/Gd
50Á bilayer. The two layers switch independently with magnetic field and the EuS
switches at low fields. By K.Ha.

and because Gd has a spin-imbalance. Now a solid state analogue has been found for the
optical polarizer / analyzer configuration. When the magnetization directions of polarizer and
analyzer are the same, a highly polarized current proportional to ltPmaj is the result, Pmaj
being the density of states of majority spin electrons and lt the spin-polarized tunnel current.
When polarizer and analyzer are antiparallel the current will be proportional to ltPmin, with
Pmin the minority-spin DOS.
The largest observed magnetoresistance is 103% at 2 K. It is possible to use the Jullière
model for calculating the polarization of the magnetic materials. The system can now be
modelled as a halfmetal/insulator /ferromagnet system, assuming the current through EuS
is completely spin-polarized. The following equation is now valid for the magnetoresistance
ratio MR

2P1P2

MR = l - PiP

2

·

100% = 103%.

When the Gd spin-polarization P 1 is taken to be 45% 4 , the polarization of the tunnel current,
represented by P2, is 76%. If P1 or P2 were higher, the MR would be even higher than 103%.
This desirable situation could in theory be possible, because in our situation the filtering is
not yet perfect, for reasons discussed before.
This new magnetoresistance effect has been named accordingly Spin Filter Injection Magnetoresistance (SFIM).

4

This has been recently measured in our group with Andreev reflection.

5.6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
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Figure 5.9: Illustration of the spin filtering in a M-EuS-FM layer. Left: polarizer and
analyzer are aligned parallel, resulting in a high current density J. Right: antiparallel
configuration with a low J.

5.6

Conclusions and Suggestions

We have shown that europium sulfide can be used to filter electron spins in an Al/EuS / Gd
tunnel junction. A lower deposition temperature is better for EuS harriers, because this
results in flatter growth, making the harrier thickness and height more uniform. The magnetic behavior, however, of EuS is best when it is grown at high temperatures, as SQUID
measurements have shown. Apparently, there is a competition between crystalline quality
and flatness. The average harrier height found of only 0.5 eV is probably a result of the
ill-defined crystalline structure of the harrier, most likely very defective combined with grain
boundaries. This idea is supported by the freezing out of defect-assisted tunnelling in the
temperature-dependent resistance measurements. Fitted values of the exchange splitting of
the conduction band b..Eex are 0.34 ± 0.02 eV.
Our Al/EuS/Gd junctions are not perfect for another reason: the junction resistance R1
is too high ,. ,_, 1 Gn, resulting in a high voltage over the junction when performing experiments.
Junction resistances in the order of magnitude kD are desirable. A lower R1 most likely means
an even higher SFIM effect and probably also a higher resistance drop below Te because of the
lower V as discussed previously. A first approach to a lower R1 is logically a thinner harrier.
Making this harrier for example 25 A instead of 50 A would greatly reduce the resistance,
providing the growth of EuS is nice and flat. However, recent SQUID measurements have
shown that a magnetic <lead layer of 30 A is present in EuS, deposited both on Si and GaAs,
so lowering the harrier thickness may not be the best solution.
The coupling between Gd and EuS also needs more attention. Apparently, it is not
possible to obtain a perfect antiparallel alignment. The magnetic behavior is still rather
uncontrolled. A possible explanation for this may be the roughness of the interface between
EuS and Gd. If this interface is too rough, no clearly defined magnetizations can be expected
within the interface region. If an anti parallel alignment could be reached somehow, this would
improve the SFIM ratio to larger values. SQUID measurements have not shown any coupling
between EuS and Gd, but SQUID measures bulk magnetizations. It is possibly so, that at
the interface between EuS and Gd an antiferromagnetic coupling is present, which affects the
switching of the two magnetic layers. This should be visualized as follows: the first deposited
Gd layers have their magnetization aligned antiparallel to the EuS magnetization. The Gd
magnetization then changes within a few monolayers from antiparallel to parallel with the
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EuS magnetization.
When the problem of the EuS-Gd coupling has been solved, a possible next step might
be the use of two magnetic electrodes, possibly two Gd electrodes. This increases the SFIM
ratio, because we are now dealing with three spin-polarizations. Worledge and Geballe [54]
recently proposed a spin filter device with two spin filtering tunnel harriers, that can be
aligned parallel and antiparallel with respect to each other. In this case we would not need
any magnetic electrodes, because they calculated that the magnetoresistance ratio is already
almost infinite ("" 105), because the effective spin-polarization of each electron channel is
almost 100%.
Using EuS as a spin-polarizing tunnel harrier, spin-injection into semiconductors comes
within reach, because the impedance mismatch obstacle has now been taken. A possible
semiconductor candidate for injecting the filtered spins in is lead sulfide (PbS). This is a
narrow gap diamagnetic semiconductor (E9 =0.3 eV) with a small lattice mismatch with EuS
(only 0.53). Stachow et al. [55] have shown that PbS/EuS multilayers can successfully be
grown epitaxially on bath KCl(lOO) and BaF2(1ll) substrates. Also, spin-flip lengths in PbS
are expected to be large, rvl µm. Si or GaAs structures might then be grown on the PbS,
completing the merge of navel spintronic devices with traditional electronics. Maybe Si or
GaAs layers can even be grown directly on EuS, because by proper doping of the EuS its
lattice constant can be matched to that of Si or GaAs, see Mauger and Godart [37].
The only disadvantage of EuS as a spin filter is its low Curie temperature. It is almost
impossible to desire an operating temperature of 10 K. Therefore, more suitable magnetic
semiconductor materials must be found. These materials should also have a spin-dependent
harrier height, but with a higher operating temperature, of course preferably room temperature. Possible candidates can be found in the ferrites or garnets, for example materials like
Y 3Fe50 12 [54]. Another type of candidates might be the recently predicted room temperature
diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) [56].

Chapter 6

Technology assessment
Crystal structure and magnetic tunnelling
Magnetic tunnel j unctions (MT J s) are fut ure candidates for thin-film read heads in e.g. harddisks. Also in magnetic random access memories (MRAMs) can MTJs be used. All these
devices operate at a certain working voltage, typically 0.5 V. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
will be improved if this working voltage is higher. However, the tunnel magnetoresistance
ratio (TMR) of a MTJ is maximal at V=O, decreasing quickly when a small voltage is applied.
Already at 0.3 V the TMR has been halved for Co/ Alüx/Co junctions. This is one of the
main disadvantages for future applicational use of MTJs. Therefore, it is very important to
understand the basic mechanisms behind their magnetoresistance in order to improve it.
In this work it has been shown for this first time that the crystal structure of the Co
electrodes in Co/ Alüx/Co MTJs strongly influences the magnetotransport characteristics.
These transport properties determine the magnetoresistance. Thus, it may be possible to
engineer a MT J with a non-zero optimal working voltage, making use of the crystal structure
dependent TMR(V).

Spin filtering with EuS
Recently, a new class of MTJs has emerged: spin-filter junctions. In these devices the tunnel barrier is spin-dependent. The result is that the tunnel current through such a spin-filter
junction is highly spin-polarized, this can be almost 100%. This spin-polarized current can be
injected into a semiconductor, a process known as spin-injection, opening the way for hybrid
spintronic/electronic devices. We have demonstrated that europium sulfide (EuS) can be successfully used as a spin-filtering tunnel barrier in Al/EuS/Gd tunnel junctions. Furthermore,
the newly discovered large magnetoresistance effect, Spin Filter Injection Magnetoresistance
(SFIM), may lead to new types magnetic field sensors with severely increased sensitivity.
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Appendix A

Band diagrams and DOS of Co
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Figure A.1: Calculated DOS of hcp Co for spin-up electrons. The dotted line indicates
the Fermi-level. Taken from [57].
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Figure A.2: Calculated DOS of hcp Co for spin-down electrons. The dotted line indicates the Fermi-level. Taken from [57].
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positive. The two arrows indicate localized spin-up states about 0.4 eV above and below
EF. The energy is in Ha (Hartree) units, 1 Ha being equal to 27.2 eV. The DOS is peaked
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along the f-K direction. Taken from [29].
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Appendix B

N uclear Magnetic Resonance
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a method for measuring the local hyperfine field at a
nucleus. A non-zero nuclear spin will Zeeman split into energy levels when an magnetic field is
applied. A nuclear state with spin I will split into (21+1) states. For example a nucleus with
spin I = 1/2 has two energy levels mr = +1/2 and mr = -1/2, m{n being the component
of the nuclear spin in the direction of the field. Because a nuclear spin has a positive electric
charge the lowest energy is when mr = + 1/2, because then its magnetic moment is aligned
with the field. It is possible to excite states with the higher energy mr = -1/2 by resonant
absorption of photons with frequency w. The absorption condition is
w = 1B,

(B.1)

with 'Y the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus. Resonance occurs at a specified magnetic
field B. Each frequency (or field) corresponds to a specific nuclear environment. This local
environment is determined by things like crystal structure, strain and the type of neighbors
(magnetic or not).
59 Co NMR is a useful method for determining the local structure in a magnetic nanolayer.
It is sensitive up to a few monolayers thickness. It is useful for determining bulk and interface
structures. The 59 Co resonance frequency depends on crystal structure. Fee Co has its
resonance peak at 216 MHz, but hep Co between 220 and 228 MHz. Also, stacking faults
appear in the spectrum between 220-228 MHz, so in the same range as the hep peaks. It is
even possible to determine the number of neighbors of Co atoms at an interface with another
material (see Fig. B.1).
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Appendix C

Artist's lmpression

\

Figure C.1: An artist's impression of the Spin Filter Injection Magnetoresistance
(SFIM) effect. The picture represents the wavefunctions of spin-up and down electrons
tunnelling through a spin-filtering harrier from left to right. The amplitude of the wavefunction on the right is very small for spin-down electrons, compared to spin-up electrons,
indicating a highly polarized electron current. By Bart Smits.
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